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Public Hearing On Police Brutality Planned
Victims Of Brutality
Are Asked To Testify

Pan-Hellenic Installs
Officers For 1970
A very impressive candle- son Morrison, Alpha Phi Alpha;
light i n stallation ceremony and Parliamentarian, Joseph
ended -the year's activllies and Jordan, Kappa Alpha Psi.
gave impetus to 1970 plans of Plans have been completed
Memphisk Pan-Hellenic Council for the eighth annual "Greek
during the December meeting of the Year" Awards Dinner
at the Sarah Brown Branch to be held Friday, Januavy
YMCA.
23 at 7 P. M. in the Mahalia
Mrs. Charle P. Roland, out- Jackson
E x ecutive Center,
going president, known for 705 South Parkway, • East.
her diligence and dedication Mrs. Emogene Wilson is Generin Greekdom, challenged the al Chairman.
newly elected officers, "to Reservation are now being
work, ,work, and never give accepted from undergraduates,
up; to keep the Pan Hellenic graduates, and guests, by the
Council in the forefront".
chairman Mrs. Bernice Fowler.
The 1970 officers and their The guest speaker, Judge
organizations are: president Odd Horton of Criminal Court
Odell Nathaniel, Omega Psi Division IV, has chosen a topic
Phi; vice president, Mrs. Emo- of current interest.
gene Wilson, Delta Sigma Nominees have been SinnitTheta; acting secretary. Mrs. ted by the member organizaLanetha Branch, Alpha Kappa tions, in competition for the
Alpha; ass't secretary. Mrs. award selection, to be deterMaridelle
Adams. Si gm al mined by a panel of non-Greek
Gamma Rho; correspondant judges.
secretary. Miss Mattie Ander- • An3ther highlight of the
son, Sigma Ga m ma Rho; meeting was the annual Christtreasurer, Argel Oatis, Phi mas Project report. Donations
Beta Sigma. chaplain, Mrs. have been made o Children's
B. A. E. Calloway, Zeta Phi Bureau and the liverviewBeta; Sargeant At-Arms, Edi- Kansas Day Care Center.

Five black Memphis political noon and attended by Leroy
leaders have been asked by the Clark, president of the branch.
Memphis branch of the NAACP and Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, the
to conduct a publio hearing and executive secretary.
investigate charges of police Mr. Clark said, "For many
brutality and discrimination in years, the Memphis Branch
the administration of justice. NAACP has filed complaints
The five include City Coun- with the heads of our law encilmen Fred Davis, James L. forcement agencies on behalf
Netters and J. 0. Patterson, of black men, women and chilJr., Squire Jesse H. Turner dren who have been cursed,
and former Criminal Cour t beaten and otherwise brutalizJudge B. L. Hooks,
ed by police officers, but these
No whites are serving on the charges have, in almost every
panel, the NAACP said, be- instance, not been sustained aftcause complaints have gone to er these agencies have conductwhite leaders before and no re- ed their own investigations."
sults have come from them.
Mr. Clark said public offiPersons who have filed bru- cials have made new attempts
tality complaints will be invit- to curb the fight against racial
ed to appear before the five discrimination by indicting 109
black leaders and it is hoped Memphis State University stuthat other, black citizens who dents for staging a sit-in on the
have been brutalized, but who campus and also the indictment
have been hesitant in f ilin g of 19 civil rights leaders for
complaints, will appear and leading out in a protest for the
! make charges at the public lack of adequate school deseghearing.
regation.
BACKING THE MAGICIANS — These LeMoyne-Owen
The time and the place of the Mr. Clark said that the releft to right: Jacquelyn McKinney, Mary Fields and Shacoeds provide the necessary enthusiasm in Bruce Hall,
ron Pruitt. and standing, left to right: Minnetta Harris, hearing is to be set by the five pressive measures against
men, who have consented to' black civil rights leaders here
Helen Greene and Shela Ann Siggers.
when the Magicians are battling an opponent. Kneeling,
serve on the panel.
in Memphis are similar to those
The names of the black pan- being used against Black PanMORATORIUM CALLED
elists were released at a press ther party members in Chicaconference o n Monday after- go and Los Angeles.

Arthur Earl Withers Is Buried;
Leader In North Memphis Area

Durick Moves To Resolve A Trip To Holy Land
Won By SDA Minister
Union Hospital Dispute

was taken into custody by aFuneral services for Arthur
sociates of his former master
Earl Withers, father of wellHe was never seen again.
known Memphis photographer
Ernest C. Withers, were held
However, bits of the clothing
Elder J M. Doggette, pastor for the church, which was then
last Sunday afternoon at the
he was wearing when last seen
of
the Longview Heights Sev- located at 1325 Alcy rd., to kr
Gospel Temple Baptist Church.'
place
called
were found in a
enth Day Adventist Church, has cate to 685 E. Mallory in what
The eulogy was delivered by
Pigeon Roost Bottom.
The Moratorium called by Ray, King's accused killer was al proportion.
been named "Pastor of the had been the Longview Heights
the Rev. Neasbie Alston, pas
Mr. Withers was educated Catholic Bishop Joseph A. Du- housed. More ironic is the fact The symbolic fasting and Year" for the South
Central Baptist Church.
Abernathy
tor of the church.
at the Woodstock Training rick for an end to the 12 week that the same personalities who stay in jail by Rev.
Conference of Seventh Day Ad- Eider Doggette became pashad
ministers
the
four
and
Mr. Withers, who was 30 and
School and served in France strike against St. Joseph Hos- took part in the effort for saniventist, which comprises four tor of the church in 1965 when
lived at 1062 N. Manassas st.,
with the 368 Infantry Regiment pital may have been the best tation workers participated in great effect on the fight for states.
it was located at 1051 Mississipdied at the Lynwood Convalesduring World War I. After the favor the Bishop has ever done the effort for St. Joseph Hos- ' justice and dignity for all sup- With the honor goes an
pi Blvd. and was known then as
With
all
minorities.
pressed
cent Home on Saturday night,
war he was a truck driver for for Memphis.
pital workers, and, not to menpense paid trip to the Holy the Mississippi Boulevard SevDec. 20, after a long illness.
various firms until he went to The city was beginning to tion the fact that Dr. King was this behind us Me m phians Land.
enth Day Adventist Church.
should move to make our city
Before his retirement several
work for the Post Office.
take on characteristics it had pronounced dead at that same
Elder
Doggette
was
named
He bad previously pastored
because
world
the best in the
years ago, he had been employAt the age of 28, he was bap- during the Sanitation S trik e hospital.
for the honor during a banquet,churches in Santa Monica and
potential.
has
that
it
ed for more than 30 years with
tized under the pastorage 01 which brought on the death Whether the Bishop took this
should be in Nashville on Tuesday night, Monrovia, Calif, and had served
the Motor Vehicle section of
the late Rev. L. A. Kemp and here of Dr. Martin Luther King, action because of the above- A greater coalition
formed, made up of all Mem- Dec. 16, at the Sky Chef Res- as district minister for churchthe Memphis Post Office. He
was actively engaged in church Jr.
es in the Wichita Falls, Texas,
mentioned facts makes little phians, to resolve differences. taurant,
was a civic and church leader
work for the next 52 years of It is ironic that Dr. King's difference, the fact remains
The
young
minister
received
community.
Nashin his community for nto r e
his life, serving in the Sunday successor Rev. Ralph Aberna- that he did take these steps,. Head of the Diocese of
Bishop Durick and the the honor for outstanding work Elder and Mrs. Doggette plan
ville,
than 50 years.
ARTHUR E. WITHERS Sr. School as superintendent and thy was jailed in the Shelby, possibly saving mention from five ministers and 12 black in all areas of church evangel- to take their trip to the Holy
A native of Holly Springs.
singing in the choirs of Jack- County Jail where James Earl another incident of internation-,
Land sometime in April. She
leaders proposed.that all work- ism for the year.
Miss., where he was born May
son Avenue, later Cummings'
1 He was associated with Evan- is the former Miss Edith
repriswithout
received
be
ed
ers
with
the
Union
Army.
5. 1889, Mr. Withers was the.
Street Baptist Church, a n d
al in a spirit of reconciliation gelist C. B. Rock in an evangel- Young, the daughter of a forson of Mr. and Mrs. Christo- His grandfather. against the then Gospel Temple Baptist
istic effort at the Big Bible mer pastor of Memphis Seventh
Christmas.
for
pher Columbus Withers and Mei advice of friends, came back Church.
said they would Tent on McLemore near College Day Adventist Church, the late
hospital
The
grandson of Silas Withers, a to the plantation after the Civ- His first wife, the mother of
be glad to have the* workers which resulted in the addition Elder Milton M. Young.
slave who ran away and serv- il War to visit his family and his children, was Mrs. Pearl
back and would rehire them as of almost 200 members to the Both Elder and Mrs. Doggette
Withers, who died in 1930. The
are graduates of Oakwood Colneeded,', all were rehired with church.
following year he was married
the exception of 21. This may The church now has about 500 lege at Huntsville, Ala. They
to Mrs. Minnie Withers, who
throw the strike situation back members,. and after the sum- are the parents of three
mer services it was necessary daughters and two sons.
survives him.
into effect.
Giving expressions at the fu.
Those who signed the stateneral on Sunday were Arthur
ment were, Rev. J. M. LawPhillips, on behalf of the Sunson, Rev. Ezekiel Bell, R e v. ex,
day School; C. W. Stalhorth
Malcolm Blackburn and Rev.
on behalf of the church; Mrs
Milton J. Guthrie.
Artie Nelson on behalf ol
Others who signed the statement were, Rev. Ben L. Hooks,
A 21-year-old Memphis ma- they were all afraid and look- neighbors.
Harold Whalum, Dr, Hollis F.
rine, who hoped to buy a $30,- ing to him for encouragement. Also Mrs. Lillian P. Davis
Price, Blair T. Hunt, George Sqme of the jewelry which to Washington. D. C., but were
000 home for his parents and He was a member of St. Tho- Loner Stnr Club; Sam Brown,'
A. Stevens, C. F. Williams, J.
trade in their present car for mas Roman Catholic Church. U. S. Yostal Service, and his
belonged to Willie E. Taylor,leventually identified.
former ministers, the l e V s
R. Arnold, Dr. E. W. Reed,
an Eldorado or a Lincoln, was
one of four young Memphians It was learned this Week
W.
L.
Varnado
George
W.
Lee.
Bishop
and
J.
0.
Eugene
killed in Vietnam just two days,
who died in a flaming wreck lthat the driver
Waller.
carried se
Patterson, Sr., H. A. Gilliam.
before Christmas Day.
Sept. 24. is being returned r,
on
' A family eulogy was given
Sr., and City Councilman J.L., to his mother, mrs, Dora uaouity insurance on the car.
The victim was Lance Corby his grandson, Ernest C
Netters.
poral Frank Hall, Jr., son of
Thomas of 302 Walker ave.
Withers, Jr.
On Monday, St. Joseph Hos- To be returned to Mrs.1
Sr.,
Hall,
Frank
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Aside from his widow, he is
pital said 90 per cent of its Thomas is a watch encrusted
of 712 Williams st.
survived by two daughters,
regular employees were back with diamonds and a ring
No details of his death had
Mrs. Alice Jackson of R i c
on the job, despite the fact chat containing some 136 diamonds
arrived at press time, but in a
its bed occupancy rate •was and valued at about $5,000.
mood, Calif., and Mrs. Vivian
letter written to his parents on
far
below normal
Peters
of
setabout
Chicago:
three
sons
told
he
1969,
3,
Dec.
according to a member of the
Dr. J.B. Withers, a pharmacist
ting ambushes for the Viet
family.
and Jacob 0. Withers of Wash.
Cong and how one lives from
The material is being forington, D.C., and Ernest C
day to day in Vietnam hoping
warded through Mrs. Thomas's Funeral services for Mrs.
Withers, Sr., of 480 W. Brooks
"the VC don't get you next."
lawyer, Jerome Hoffman.
Jennie E. Washington of 2615
rd.; 32 grandchildren and 19
The young marine told his
It has not been learned Supreme ave. will be held
saving
great-grandchildren.
on
parents that he was
whether jewelry belonging to
Ten of Mr. Withers' grand
his money and hoped to take,
Sunday, Dec. 28, at the Rock
the
who
died
in
three
others
sons served as pallbearers.
advantage of GI benefits "beThe CITIZENS DEMOCRA- the crash is being returned to of Ages CME Church at 478
They were Ernest C. Wtihers
TIC COUNCIL distributed to their
cause they can give you an
,survivors.
Scott st.
Jr.. Perry 0, Withers, Wendell
,poor ant needy families more
edge on life."
CO.
PRANK
WALL
'
Also
killed
in
the
wreck
with
.1.
Mrs. Washington died on
Withers,
Christmas.
Daryl] L. Withers
than 59 baskets for
Lance Corporal Frank Hall
James B. Wtihers, Jr., Nobk. Miss Neely Elaine Hurd, of dress. She is also pianist for State Representive James I. Mr. Taylor were Melvin Mont- Friday, Dec. 19; after a long
attended Father Bertrand High,
His survivors are two sis- Earl Withers, Clarence Earl 431S Hickory Hill Road, is the the LeMoyne-Owen choir.
Taylor said "The organipations gomery, driver of the car, and Illness. She was 71„,
School and was graduated from
Porter
and
Willie
Booker T. Washington High ters, Mrs. Virgie Hamilton of Withers, Deadrick J. Withers new "Miss LeMoyne-Owen Col- Miss Hurd, a junior, defeated did at have enough baskets Melvin
Her survivors include twin
another junior, Miss Mary Bap- to take cam of the poor, but Holmes.
Memphis and Miss Sylvia Nor- Andrew J. Withers and Ernest
School with the class of 1969.
crowned Thurs- tist, of 435 Delta Road, in a
sons,
William E. Long of 2266
Was
lege."
She
Harvey
could
the
hest
we
with
They
were
burned
to
death
and
th
r
ee
wedid
Detroit;
Jackson.
He entered the U.S. Marine fleet of
Vollentine
and William
H.
coronacolorful
election
Dec.
LS.
campuswide
after the 1969 Cadillac Eldorado
what we had,
Corps a month after gradua- brothers, Thomas hail ot Mem- Interment was at 12 noon on day night at a
Leong of 2290 Henry st., 10
1
Plaza
Chisel
the
winner
remained
the
Name
of
a
"We
will
find
with
in
said,
collided
tanker
truck
ball
He
some
Norfleet
and
Monday,
Clyde
tion
and
phis
Dec.
trained
at
Camp
Pen-I
29
tion, was
at National
a secret until Thursday night. way to help relieve the poor loaded with highly explosive grandchildren and other velaCemetery with the Rev. D. El ballroom.
dleton, Calif., and then shipped ] Floyd Norfleet of Detroit.
chemicals and a fire enveloped byes.
The body will be returned to Herring offering the graveside Miss Hurd. an elementary There were only two in the con- and suffering people."
to Vietnam.
test.
Working
with
RepresentaBurial will be in Rose Hill
prayer
before they could escape.
minor
it
burial.
for
Memphis
In a letter to his parents, he
education major with a
were burned beyond Cemetery. Southern
Funeral
R. S. Lewis and Sons Funeral The R S. Lewis and Sons in French. is the daughter of The new "Miss LeMoyne-,tive Taylor was Mrs. Essie AU
told them that he was in phar,e
of a squad of Marines who had, Home will have charge of thc Funeral Home was in charge Mr. and Mrs Robert C. Hurd,Owen" is a member of Alpha Thomas. wh3 is secretary of recognition as they were re Home is in charge of arrangeturning from a business trip ments.
of arrangements
• the organisation.
just arrived in Vietnam, and 1 funeral.
f the Hickory Hill Road add Kappa Alpha sorority.

Neely Elaine Hurd

Is Miss LeMoyne-Owen

Young Marine Killed
2 Days Before Xmas

welry Being Returned

To Crash Victim's
• Kin

Twins' Mother
To B
e Buri▪ed

59 Baskets

Given Needy

3
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SCLC Leader Spending Christmas In Jail Here
Memphis,
Temp le
AME As I am writing you this law t o oppress, rather than in answer to action taken'local situation in
!observers have called very im- Clayborne
attempt
to
an
is
indicment
the
ministers.
"The
against
the
5
that
reminded
to establish justice. 2) The
pressive letters. They vowedi Church. All are members of leter. I am
the de- strifle free speech and kill
;to fast until after Christmas the Board of Directors of the some 'respectable' citizens in effort to silence dissent and Grand Jury charged
violating Ten- , the nonviolent movement, and
with Rev. Ralph David Aber- Memphis Chapty. of S.C.L.C. in the city of Phillipi made to destroy peaceful demon- fendents with
nessee
Code
Annotated:
1) second, The Mempbia case has
and
Paul
nathy as a gift to the hungry Rev. Lawson is a formeo ex- accusations against
strations which seek only to Encouraging children to come national overtones. It is one
be
to
them
caused
Silas
that
children of the world.
The ministers jailed were
systematic
. Your own _fellow bring about a better life for out of school 2) Conspiracy to , more instance of
of Centernary United Metho- Rev. James M. Lawson, pastor jailed .
partiall.
3.)
The
dissent,
undue
interference
of
repression
3)
and
violate
39-1011
and
Gospel, . . .
dist Church, Rev. Ezekiel Bell, ecutive staff member of SCLC ministers in the
in the right of pastors to coun- Contributing to the delinquency culary dissent by black people.
since
jail
in
remained
have
pastor of Parkway' Gardens and is credited with being the
This vicious repression raises
Wednesday sel with parents and children of minors.
Presbyterian Church and Presi- architect of the non-violent submitting to arrest
Since the arrest and indict- promise has been made by dent of the Memphis Chapter structure of the orgnization December 10, to protest the , in matters of education. 4) Rev. Abernathy said on his the spectre of genocide in
ment of Rev. Ralph David Abernathy to offer his Christ- Southern Christian Leadership which was founded by Dr. Mar- attempts by the Memphis au- The effort to frustrate and in- arrival in Memphis on Dec-!America and overseas. Amerithorities to control the right of timidate people who ask only ember 18 during a news con- ca is murdering Black PanAbernathy, President of The mas in jail for all the poor and Conference, Fr. Milton Guthrie, tin Luther King, Jr.
Southern Christian Leadership! hungry children in the world. Director of St. Anthony Comthe clergy to counsel church that the constitution of our ference held at the Minumum thers who feed hungry chilOn December 16, Rev. AberBuilding, stated "I dren, while the American govmembers whether they are 'land come alive for everyone. Salary
Conference and 18 black Civil The five Ministers deciding munity Center and Rev. Mal- nathy wrote a
letter to the
young persons who are stu- 5) The Board of education, cannot emphasize the serious- ernment permits the starvaRights activist in Memphis. a to stay have written what some com D Blackburn, pastor
of community in which he stated,
who are backed by racism, penalizing ness of this matter. This in- tion of black children. America
dents or adults
students and teachers who only dictment re,presents a grave is denying jobs and *come
parents."
want better education. 6) "We threat, not only to me personal- for the survival of black people.
On December 17 in a letter object to St. Joseph's Hospital, ly, but to the movement for
Rev. Abernathy was accomto the Community the four support by small minds fail- racial justice and the safe- panied to Memphis by several
local ministers stated, ''Here ing to recognize the right ofi guarding of freedom in Ameri- staff members which included
in jail we are more acutely workers to organize and bar.' ca."
the Rev. Andrew Young, Exthe plight of the poor: we feel gain. ''and last the four min-I Rev
President of
Vice
Abernathy gave two ecutive
more intensely the ravage of isters objected to what they basic reasons for this state- SCLC, Hosea Williams, Director
police brutality upon many termed the growing
police ment, "First, in terms of the of Voter Registration of SCLC.
innocent; and we have learn- state
metality in Memphis
ed more directly the sacrifice' reflected both in our arrests,
required to heal our city and' and in the reckless use of
nation.—
police powers by Memphis
The four ministers listed: Police Department.
NOW SNOWING "
seven protest; it The use of The a hove objections were '

Fasting For World's
Poor,Says Abernathy

i
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FOOD FOR THE NEEDY — LOCAL No. I of the Union
Brick Masons' Wives Social Club donated several baskets
of food to needs families at Christmas, and officers are
seen here filling the baskets. From left are Mrs. Willie
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LOEB'S):,
TENNESSEE PET BAR-8-0

The Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis is happy to
announce the hiring of Dick
Cane Cole formerly with WLOK
Radio. Inc. in its Public Relation & Special Marketing office

•1011 INVISIBLE SLACKS'.

-

Franklin. secretary; Mrs. Walker Naylor, treasurer; Mrs.
Augusta Sharkey, president; Mrs. James Frison, chaplain.
and Mrs. Elton Cumming, vice president. Not present
was Mrs. Clarence Otis, business manager.

Former Disc
Jockey Joins
Pepsi Bottling

Dick Cole is well known in
the Memphis Market alrs.ady
and should be an asset to the
Pepsi-Cola buying market.
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are owned 100%
by William "Bill" Loeb
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5203 Highway 61 S.
4693 Lauderdale
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White Teacher Remains At Black School

!clear, there are black teachers
l in Memphis who have similar
projects, but a lot has been
said about white teachers who
have to leave black schoolsl
because of the disciplinary'
Mrs.
Pearl
Henderson
problems, most of the schools
Vaughn, assistant professor of
mentioned are not necessarirecreation and physical educaly in hard black ghetto neightion at Grambling College at
Much TV Radio and News- necessary to enlist the aid of borhoods, but Alonzo Locke is,
Grambling, La., has been inpaper space has been dedicat- the Memphis Marine Corps , Mrs. Susan Reinhardt is white
eluded among "Who's Who
ed in the past few weeks to TOY FOR TOTS PROGRAM. and she maintains dignity • and
of American
Women
with
those white teachers, who left "They gave us comparatively respect from her students and'
World Notables" in the 197011
their jobs or asked for trans- new toys. Every Thursday we she returns this same dignity
edition.
fers from predominantly Black went out to the base with fa- and respect which makes for,
She is the sister of Mrs.
'School, because of discipline culty members and fixed the a good classroom situation.1
Edna H. Webb and Elmer
problems stemming from Black toys up."
The type of qualities found in!
Henderson of 722 E. McLeMonday Boycotts, and other Mr. Reinhardt
Miss Reinhardt are found in
more in Memphis.
said, "People,
elements surrounding the re- talk
Mrs. Vaughn. a native of
about problems facing people of all races, they are
cent school situation and yet poor blacks and
set apart from those who teach
Cbattanoog?. Tenn., is also
whites but
for money position and status,
out of all of this publicity not nobody ever
listed among "Personalities of
seems to get arand if every teacher and adone word has been mentioned round to
the South' ,:nd has a certifidoing anything about
about those white teachers it, my
ministrator in Memphis City
cate honoring her as one of
wife and I decided to
School System possessed a
who never thought of leaving. take action."
America's leaders, distinguishsmall portion of these qualities,
Such a person is Alonzo Locke The Reinhardt's didn't
ed, outstanding and notable
go to
there would have been very
Elementary School's 2nd grade organizations and ask,
in recognition of past achievewhat little
Teacher Mrs. Susan Reinhardt. can we do, they
need for School Boycotts
ments, outstanding ability and
just jumped in
service to community and
Susan Reinhardt is one of and started their owe program. and Black Monday Marches. ,
state.
She is the advisor of the, those unusual people common- The program started before! Mr.
Walter Reinhardt, is al
While at Tennessee AS.:1 recreation majors club, served ly stamped as a humanitarian. the school boycotts and went floor director at WMC-TV
and
State University where she on the library committee, Miss Reinhardt could have through the boycotts and has, aids his wife in this project.
curriculum
mmittee,
c
o
been
the!
black,
white,
yellow
completed
or
even
plans
greater
for the They are now attempting to:
her
professional
training, Mrs. Vaughn was orrnization and administra- green and the situation would future.
supply shoes for all of the chilon the honor roll, the dean's tion corn m i t.tee for college have been the same. Long be- The question naturally comes dren attending Alonzo
Locke,
list and listed in "Who's Who ,evalua.ion for the * town of fore Black Monday Marches to mind as to w h y didn't a Another phase
of
the
program
is
Gra
mbling
and as president I and school Boycotts. Susan Black Teacher Take on this,
Among Students in Americin
medical aid for mothers in that
of the North Louisiana Branch! Reinhardt decided to do some- task. The answer should
Colleges and Universities."
belarea.
of the Mental Health Associa- thing about the situation at
She was elected to the Alpha
tion.
Alonzo Locke, located in a low
Kappa Mu Honor Society and
served as recreatim director In addition to all of the 'hove income area, this decision
activities, Mrs. Vaug hn came when she started teachon the campus.
After receiving her degree, found time to submit a pro- ing at that school more than
she became a member of the posal entitle "Improving the a year ago. With the aid of an
faculty in the Health, Physi- RecreatiA P r i grams • and understanding husband, Mrs.
cal Education and Recreation 'Quality of Recreation Lead- Reinhardt, took on a project
department and served as ership in Louisiana" under that most families would only
The selection of Miss Debra the Junior Boosters Club.
assistant dean of women. i Title I, 1965, which is "Con- take on if they were rich and
Henry
as "Miss Hamilton of, She is a member
tinuing
Educational
Services." needed some means of charity
Mrs. Vaughn then went to
of St. StephMemphis where she served as ! Mrs. Vaughn is a member for tax exemption. The Rein- 1969-70" by popular vote of thel en Baptist Church where she
associate professor of health of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, hardt's are neither rich nor do Hamilton High School studentl sings in the youth choir. After
and Physical education and I Inc., and a charter member of they have the time to dedicate body climaxed one of the most, attending college, she plans to
Delta Psi Kappa, an honarary to Elementary school and yet exciting contests ever held onl work in a medical profession.
taught special classes.
the campus of the school.
In 1962, she went to ()ramb- fraternity for women of HPER. they did.
Eight candidates entered the! Miss Henry is the daughter
ling College as assistant pro- She belongs to the Bethel
The first phase of the Reinfessor of health and physical iUnited Presbyterian Church hardt project was to give all race. Miss Vivian Myers was,of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Henry
educatbn with special em- of Memphis but is affiliated the children of Alonzo Locke first aiternate and Miss Glen-I of 1522 Merlin ave. Her father
is in the tailoring business, and
phasis on leadership in re-•with Louis Temple CME Church Christmas presents Sarcastical- da Ford second alternate.
Miss Henry, a tall attrac- her mother, Mrs. Gertrude
reation.
in Grambling.
ly Mr. Reinhardt reminded
tive and personable young lady, Henry, is a supervisor at E.H.
his wife that Christmas Prewas regal as she ascended the Crump Memorial Hospital.
sents for some 1,600 Children
throne to a standing ovation
Accompanied by her mother,
was bit too much for the saduring the coronation cere- Miss Henry flew to Dallas on
laries of Second Grade Tea- monies.
The large number of a recent weekend to see her
cher and a TV Director and
gifts presented to her was a brother, Al Henry, play with
Floor
Technician
and
yet reflection of the warm esteen the Wisconsin Badgers Basketthrough all his sarcasm Mr. in which
she is held by the ball Team against Southern
• On last Friday, Decemberiin that system; Chattanooga - Reinhardt with the aid of Fa- students.
Methodist University.
culty
members managed to get A senior, she is a member
19, the Memphis Board of Edu-lleadership - iq Junior High Puof Her brother is a graduate of
cation held its last meetinglpils; Knoxville-Leadership in 1,700 toys for the Children of the senior choir, president of Hamilton High School and is
of the year, During this meeting senior High Pupils and Nash- Alonzo Locke.
the Pep Club, Girls' Athletic presently a senior at the UniGeorge Brown. recently appoint-Nille-leadership in Teachers and Mr. Reinhardt said, it was[Association and a member of versity of Wisconsin.
ed advisor to the Board of Edu-1 principals.
cation was introduced to the! Each school system will opeaudience and the board mem-I rate separate components and
bers. (see story on page one). interchange information relaDuring this meeting plans for tive to results obtained. The first
a new federally funded educa- nine months of the project will
tional project explained by Col. be devoted to planning the deNaurice E. Roach, head of tails of the operational program
Federally Funded Projects Di- The purpose of Project Clue
vision of the Board of Educa- in Memphis is to fill the void
tion. The program which is ti- in the elementary curriculum.
tled PROJECT CLUE (Con- As Cone! Roach put it, "In short
cerned Leadership for Urban it will provide us an elemenEducation) will focus upon the tary "Superior Talented Stuidentification and solution of dent" Program. The specific
common problems confronting objectives of CLUE are: 1. To
QUALITY s-rAMP
the four largest urban school identify the talented child durCOMPP"t
'
4? ‘4C
systems in the State of Tennes- ing his first years in school.
"Mid-Americas Favorite Gift Stamp"
see.
2. To demonstrate appropriSTAM
PS
Project CLUE a Title III, P. ate educational experiences at
L. 89-10 funded project, in a middle elementary grade levwhich Memphis, Nashville, Chat- el in pilot demonstration cenanooga and Knoxville school ters which will serve as modsystems will participate, has els for cities and accommodate
been approved by Commissioner seleCted identified students withHoward Wart Chairman of the in their fields of unusual abilistate board of education. Thei ty. 3. To provide an articulatprogram will go into effect on!ed pilot program for talented
December 1, 1969.
elementary students which will
The overall grant for this coordinate with junior and senprogram will be administered!ior high programs and 4. To
by the Metro School System of I explore the feasibility of makNashville.
ing the pilot project realistic
Four areas of concern ( prob- and economical in terms of
lems) will be focused on: The time, cost, and availability of
Memphis project will focus on human and material resources
the academically and artistical- for use in the project school
ly talented, elementary pupils systems.

Teaching Is More Than A Job
It's A Humanitarian Adventure

Debra Henry Crowned
'Miss Hamilton High'

New Program To Help
Talented Grade Kids

QUALITY
STAMPS
\
1 BIG REASON

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one- of the outstondingautomobile salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Ch•vrole. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstanding ulection of fine n•w and used cars and trucks.
He can be of great help in assisting and advisi ng
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. 1
Buy on Americo's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.

Before

your ambition turns
to frustration
do something about it
starting JANUARY 1.2.
at the Joint University Center (the recent
merger of the U-T Downtown Memphis Center
and Memphis State's Downtown Evening
School). Winter Quarter begins week of January 12th, with dozens of new courses, and
many regular courses beginning anew. Each
taught by a competent, highly experienced
instructor. Most classes meet one evening a
week for ten weeks. The majority of courses
carry full college credit (3 hrs.). Classes are
held at th• Center's headquarters, corner of
Madison and Second .. • and several at the
Center's branches in Frayser and Whitehoven.

There's More
For You
At BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
Among
Friends

1

gle

Reduced rates! Ample parking! College credits!
Accounting
Review for CPA Exam
Business Administratiori
Business Lavi
Economics
Business Letter Writing
Business Report Writing
Office Supervision
Statistics
Taxation
Mathematics
English Composition
English Literature
American Literature
Creative ,Writing
Reading Improvement

Labor Economics
Quality Control
French
German
Spanish
Traveling French
Traveling Spanish
Warehousing
Industrial Education
Credits and Collections
Medical Terminology
Minor Auto Engine Repairs
Small Gas Engine Repairs
Servicing Natural Gas Equip.
Electronic Data Processing
COBOL Programming

•

DOZENS OF NEW COURSES AND
MANY REGULAR COURSES BEGIN ANEW
WEEK OF JANUARY 12!
Public Speaking
History
Tennessee History
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Religion
Sociology
Salesmanship
Market Research•Anafysis
Adventures with Words
Beauty, Grace, and Charm
Interior Design
Painting and Drawing
Supervision
Industrial Psychology

It's easy
to enroll:

sTLBIG STAR

‘,4

FORTRAN Programming
Systems Analysis
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Drawing
Industrial Engr.: Work Design
(Graduate)
Industrial Engr.: OptimizatioiS
Methods (Graduate)
Review.for Prof. Engr;. Exam
Mathematics
Forestry
Turf Management
Real Estate
Insurance
Stocks and Bonds
Management
Personnel Administration
Mgr. Science (Operations Research)

Cali (525-7258), visit, or write for your frit*
descriptive catalog of Winter courses.
Registration will be h•ld Monday and Tuesday,
Jan. 5 and 6, from 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., at
the Joint University Center, 127 Madison Ave.
Whitehaven registration: 5:30-8:30 p.m., Jan. 5.
Frayser registrations 5:30-8:30 p.m., Jan. 6

525-725C
JOINT

UNIVERSITY
CENTER
u-r/msu
DOWNTOWN office end (limey 137 Medium AVek
PRAYSIR dewiest Preysor Nish ichool.
es, Wiffliese.Aen Nigh School.
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Children's Voice Blend With Computers' Sounds

Asbury Plans
Among the sights and sound Memphis city School System. meaningful experiences on an because some have been reluct....of flashing lights, automatic The program _instituted by integrated level,
but it is a ant. At least Charjeen and Dunn Anniversary
typewriters, and computerized C. J. Patterson. Jr., director of step in the right direction. The have broken the ice and others
....—sounds in the Board of Edu- Race Relations for the Board proposed days offered
for inter- are beginning to see that it is Celebration
cations Computer Center the of Education said, "It is our changing of ideas are Book not such a bad plan. Others see
sounds of Christmas Carols
were heard. The fifth and sixth
grade students from Charjean
klici Dunn Elementary Schools
sang Christmas songs in all
departments of the Board of
Education last week.

hope that principals of schools Week, American
Education
with opposite racial majoritites Week, Loncoln's Birthday, Valin their student bodies would entine's
Washington's
Day,
part for the 1969-1970 school Birthday, Easter. Columbus
year for the purpose of sharing'Day, National Crime Prevenend exchanging diversified edu-ltion Week, Frances E. Willard
cational activities and ideas." Day. Halloween, Veterans Day,
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
It was a project undertaken Obsersers of the program
say
by the Board of Education as those activities to
be shared by
Mr. Patterson said it was his
one of the answers to the de- the students of various schools
hope that more schools would
segregation problem in t h et are not enough to institute
get involved in this program,

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

it as a lesser of two evils. The Asbury CME Church at
"These are the kind of things Somerville, Tenn., will celewe should have been about brate its 85th anniversary this
years ago.
Sunday, Jan. 4, at 2 p. m., and
the
public is invited.
He said, "In some instances

you find that one school will The guest speaker will be
merely observe the others, this Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, pasis not enough. Each school tor of East Trigg Avenue Baphas to get involved and parti- tist Church, who was concipate with the other schools.' verted while a boy at the
In other words they have to do church.
things together.
Lilton S. Deanes, a member
of Gospel Temple Baptist
Church in Memphis, will be
the master of ceremonies.
The Rev. John H. Burrell is
pastor of Asbury CME Church.

A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authorit
y on the plan for the
Medical Center Urban Renewal Area II, Project Tennessee R-68, which
is being planned by
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of 1949, as
amended.
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber, City Hall,
125 North Main Street,
Memphis, Tennessee, at 9:00 A.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22,
1970.
The Project area i

Church To Give
A Fashion Tea

bounded as shown below:

Coleman Chapel CME Church '
will present its atuauaal Fashion
and Tea on next Sunday. Jan.
4, from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
church at Kney and Vollentine'
st.
Models and fashions will be

presented courtesy of Sears,

1-

Miss Willa Jones will be the
commentator for the show.
Mrs. Priscilla Burke is chairman, and Mrs. W. F'. Lowe,
co-chairman.

l cl`LIF—ir
-1i if '

The purpose of the nearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking
of the redevelopment plan, under State and Local Law, with Federal financial assistanc
e under
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law 171-81st
.
Congress
),
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings
and improvements, to install, construct or reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and playgrou
nds or
other site improvements, and to make the land available for developm
ent or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocati
on proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those intereste
d.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity to
be heard at this hearing.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office
of the Memphis
Housing Authority. 700 Warns Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBETTER
SECRETARY

IMUNCIIIIIIMIll= I
w pir

narrirtirel JlEba -1

The Rev. W. F. Lowe is pastor of the church.
TIIE SOUTHLAND SINGERS celebrated
their lath anniversary as a gospel singing
organization recently with concerts at the
General Assembly Church in Kennedy In
Memphis and later in the day at the Sand
Hill Baptist Church in 1 amar, M i s s.
Kneeling in front is James Patterson, book--

BE BLACK
BE PROUD

big manager. Standing from left are Eddie Hudson, Leonard Patterson, Sylvester
Maxwell, Lee Andrew Evans and "Little
Willie" Patterson. They sing on radio and
tule%ision and record Aith Designer Rec•
ords, Inc., of Memphis.

BE TOGETHER

Ism
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Clip these coupons for extra saviegs off Woolco low prices!
WOOLCO SUPER COUPON twItl"" um
'
` 1411

Prices
Good
While
Quantities
Last

SAVE GC PER ROLL --- Compare at 31C

Kleenex Towels

THEODORE R. JACKSON, who was honored by members of his chur2h and 'riends,
is receiving a plaque from Oliver J. John-

31c

JUMBO
ROLL

Greenwood CME Honors
Steward Board Head

WITH THIS COUPON

. 2 ply, double thick for extra strength.
. 100s of uses around the house.

•

. Decorator colors to choose from,

Coupon Good Thru

'Limit: 4 ROLLS PER.. CUSTOMER
!KUL.= ituuna.

113,1111LINLIIII MAE NB 11111.111111311131111.103.1131.
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1i
Small Framed II1
Pictures
0I
i

, ,,,,..9" r1,;,... s•
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. Assorted

prints In color

. Size 111" x 24"
. Walnut or Maple

88c
•

WITH THIS COUPON
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SAVE $1"--Compare .1 3"

I
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son. The honor banquet was held at t h e
Mahalia Jackson's Banquet Hall. (Blakeiey
Photo)
cipai of Hamilton High School.
Both

Mr.

and

Mrs.

responaeci :;ra:iously
tribu.es and gifts.

Jackson

to

Mr. Jackson was with the
It may be seldom heard, but Main Post Office, the Rev. U. S. Postal Service for many
it happened at Greenwood Paul Fowlkes, minister of i years before his retirement.
C.M.E. Church. Nearly one Martin Temple C.M.E. Church Before retirement he w a s
hundred members and friends and former minister of the superintendent of the I 72e Post
gathered to give honor to Mr. honoree;
Arthur Thompson,. Office on Mississippi Blvd.
Theodore R. Jackson, who has a Steward at Greenwood, Mrs. Mr. Jacksin is the brother of
served as chairman of the Stew- Naud Rodgers, a Stewardess' Mrs. Carrie Rhodes and Miss
ard Board of Greenwood since at Greenwood, the Rev. John r Abbie Jackson who were wain the early 30's.
Exum, long-time friend and eat at the banquet.
Mahalia Jackson's Banquet former co-worker of Mr. Jack- The
committee members for
Hall was the scene for the afs son's, Mr. Sam Brown, a neigh- the honor
banquet were Arthur
fair. Dinner music was furnish- bor for 38 years and the Rev. Thompson
, Willie La-. fit TI.
ed by the Pinkston Trio com- J. D. Atwater, Minister of Arbrie
Thompson, Oliver J.
posed of Thomas Pinkston, Greenwood C.M.E. Church.
Johnson, M D. McCoy, Fred
Charlie Clark and M. D. Mc- A beautiful plaque was preOsborne, Mrs. Naud Rodgers
Coy.
sented to Mr. Jackson by land Mrs. Charle P.
R)land
Tributes were given to the Oliver J. Johnson, general who
was committee chairman
honoree by Benjamin T. superintendent of the Green- and
also served as toastmisLewis, acting foreman at the wood Sunday School and prin- tress
at the banquet.

10" album Is bound In rayon satin i
. 10 sheets of 'elf-adhesive
WM.
. Beautifully Bound

1"
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Coupon Good Thru January 3, Only
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I

SAVE $1.2

Double Dipped
Chocolate Coady •

Compare .1

.

. Malted Milk Bails, Stars, Dipped Peanuts. etc.
. Ideal for parties Of sn add'
Coupon Good Thru January 3, Only
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3"

Flocked, Boxed
Writhig Paper
Stock up now
Always Needed
Sensational Woolco Prem.

2"
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Magicians Too Tough
For 'Little Orange'

LeMoyne-Owen Grads
Set Goal Of $100,000
LeMc*ne-Owen alumni have Brost nice Hall.
pledged $64,000 to the college's Edmund Orgill, a former
lcurrent development program.
m yor of Memphis and co
Their goal is $100,000.
Chairman of the Le - ftio yme
The college is attempting
Owen
D e v elopment Sand,
to raise $1,608,000 for the purthis week thnt a
announced
pose of erecting a sciencemathematics learning center. total of $1,188,1118.29 has been
The building will cost $1,30(1,000. •)ledged in the citywide drive.
The other $308,000 will cover T. R. McLemore, a gradliete
the
cost of furnishings and equip- of the college and one
ment for the new building and leaders in the Campaign, 'laid
provide enough for the re- he is confident the alumni' will
modeling of Steele Hall and : make their $100,000 goal.

By BILL LITTLE

The defeat was the first for
The L e Moyne-Owen
Mad, UT in VSAC action giving the
Magicians released a jammed- Little Orange a 3-4 record. Lethrottle near the end of the Moyne puts its 6-0 record on
first half in their Volunteer the line this week in a pair
State Athletic Conference de- of games against Alcorn A&NI.
but last Saturday night con- The Braves didn't
lose a
tinuing with a 50 point blitz game last season
until beaten
over the final 20 minutes to in the NCAA
small college
hand the University of Ten- tourney. The Braves
are coachnessee at Martin an 81-64 de- ed this season by
Dave Whitfeat in Bruce
ney who went to Alcorn after
The Magicians, led by their a number of years
at Texas
5-7 pepper pot Jerry Dover, Southern in Houston.
He was
came back after being down replaced at TSU by
former
12-0 and 35-31 at halftime. Carver coach L. C. Gordon
Dover scored 17 points but it Bob Hopkins left Alcorn
after
was his masterful ball hand- leading the Braves to at.
least
ling which helped L-0 hang a share of the
Southwestern
up its sixth win without a set- Athletic
C o nference
chamback.
pionship over the past t hree
The usually cool and calm years. The Magicians were to
L-0 Coach .Jerry Johnson was host Alcorn on Tuesday of
this
outwardly demonstrative late week and play a return game
in the game as he 'jumped tol Friday night in Vicksburg.
his feet on several occasions Miss.
to give his approval to a blinding fastbreak which allowed After the Alcorn tilts 1.-0
his charges to run up a 17 faces a tough Dillard live
point edge over UT with one next Saturday night in Bruce
minute remaining in the game. Hall. Dillard, always a popular
with
The
Memphis fans,
Vols
pressing
tactics team
didn't bother the quicker Magi- upset Alcorn and has beaten
clans, however, the margin of, Grambling thus far this season
victory might have been great-i The New Orleans quintet is
er but L-0 wasn't sure whether. among the country's highest
to continue its attack or with- scoring teams. The shootout
with Dillard could set the two
hold the ball.
Explaining LeMoyne's slow . team scoring record in Bruce
start Coach Johnson pointed, Hall.
to his team's inexperience and,
Insufficient information about
the Vols;"We weren't covering
properly in our 1-3-1 defense
and had to switch to the manto-man in the first half, "a
happy Coach Johnson pointed
out as most of the crowd of
nearly 1,000 filed out of the
L-0 campus located gymnasium. An interesting observation
was made by the Magicians
mentor concerning the VSAC
teams. "I didnt' feel we were
as prepared for them as we
are against a black school,"
Johnson remarked with a bit;
of concern. The LeMoyne
coach had reference to intensive scouting which he feels
is standard with the predomi-,
nantly white schools while in
the past years against SIAC
opponents each team knew
about the other one from playing over a period of years
EDGE LEADS SURGE
Charles Edge, t he leaping
6-5 freshman star from Detroit,'
led the second half onslaught
against UT. Edge scored most
of his 20 points in L-O's second
half blitzkrieg. Edge
was
especially deadly from the
corners and tapping in missed
shots. The freshman surprise.
who ,grabbed 28 rebounds in
the 'Rust College triumph.
pulled. off 12 rebounds to lead
his team in that department as
well as the top L-0 point producer. Leonard Hamilton with
- a game high of 21 points and
Mike Rudolphi's 19, were the
biggest thorns in the sides of
L-0 for the Vols. Ed Hoskins
and Jackie Robinson, with 10
and 12 points respectively,
'
4f
gave
the Magicians four players
in double figures. Hoskins.
•• also was among the leaders
in rebounding with 10 caroms.
—
- -

/

Co-Eds Are Staging Ball In The Skyway

AT OFFICIAL OPENING — These seven ministers participated in the formal opening ceremonies for the Longview !lights Seventh Day Adverilist Church which moved
into the site at 685 E. Mallory. From left are Elders John
Simon. Nashville; Hayfield Warnick, Shreveport, La.;
Harold Singleton. General Conference of Seventh Day
Adventists, Washington, D. C., who delivered the morning

Gems, Inc., a group of college Tennessee-Knoxville; M a rtha
Kathlyn Wiggins,
„Iris, will present their first Porter and
Memphis St a te University;
i Christmas Ball this Saturday Glenda
Robinson, LeMoynenight, Dec. 27, in the SheratonCollege; Danette Jones,
Owen
•
'ahody Skyway from 10 p.m. Pembroke-Brown University.
Intl' late, and all members of
And Charlotte Walker, Ceninc college set are invited. Adtral State University; Jenise
invitations
are $2.50.
vance
Cumby and Cheryl Fanion,
College; Wanda Taylor,
Siena
Gems, Inc., is a group of
young women who were mem-. Atty. Otis Higgs is chairman
sermon; Charles E. Dudley, president of South Central
bers of the 1968 Deb Teens at and Miss Harry Mae Simons,
Conference of Seventh Day Adventists. Nashville; Calvin
Booker T. Washington High co-chairman, of the alumni
B. Rock, Atlanta; Ralp P. Peay, Nashville; and J. M. School.
division. Other alumni chairDoggett, the present minister. Elders Dudley. Warnick
men are Mr. McLemore, patand Peay are former pastors who participated in the ofThe members are Marjorie tern gifts; Elmer Henderson,
ficial opening. Elder Rock was last summer's evangelist Bradfield. Cassandra Hunt and special gifts, and Willie T.
for the Big Bible Tent of MeLemore. (Withers Photo)
Joyce Parker. University of' Miles. general gifts.

GILLETTP
INTRODUCES A NEW RAZOR BLADE.
AND MORE.
-PLATINUM-PLUS.

The Platinum-Plus blade is
more than just a new razor
blade. It's a totally new concept
in shaving.
Its edge is harder than the
best stainless. And more precise than any edge ever honed.

PLATINUM-PLUS WHAT?

MAHALIA'S

COUPONS

The Platinum-Plus blade
has a totally new platinumchromium edge,exclusive with
Gillette.
Neither platinum, by itself,
nor chrome, by itself, is ideally
suited for a cutting edge.

JACKSON

MANALIA

30' Off on '13
Dinner
I
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tommarekesta
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r NANALIA JACKSON

SHRIMP SPECIAL
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30° Off en s1"
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Dinner

THE PERFECT SHAVE?
No two beards are alike.
And no two faces are alike.

7

The end of the Great Compromise: Some guys
will put up with anything to get a close shave.
Others wM settlefor any kind ofshave as long
as it's comfortable. The new Platinum-Plus
blade gives you the best of both.

963 liklemom

Vaisokrom so Sob
Gwen Fr( Jan.! Set, Jan..
Sun..I J4c1.4 twat+ couveek-g
LoAir • CO CUSTOM
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We don't know how many
shaves you'll get from the new
Platinum-Plus blade. But
whether it's four, or forty,they'll
be better shaves (in every sense
of the word)than you've ever
enjoyed with any other blade.
More you cannot ask.

Relative hardness of new Gillette platinum
alloy,stainless steel and chrome, as measured
on the Diamond Hardness Tester.
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Platinum,the most precious
of all metals, though relatively
soft, is almost indestructible.
Chromium,on the other
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THE BLADE YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED. AND MORE.
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Gillette Platinum-Plus can
take such an edge. Consistently
Which means Platinum-Plus
can give you a closer, more
comfortable shave more consistently. Blade after blade
after blade.

THE PERFECT EDGE.
For some time, Gillette has
known exactly how thick, how
sharp, how precisely tapered a
blade edge should be. But the
perfect edge always escaped
us. Because no metal was hard
enough to hold an edge that
had to be calibrated to within
one-millionth of an inch.

CHICKEN SPECIAL I

1

hand, isn't as chemically durable or as long-lived as platinum.
Combine them in the right
proportions, however, and
something remarkable happens. You get an alloy that's
harder than either and more
durable than both. A metal
that's strong without being
brittle. And one that's capable
of being handled more precisely than the finest stainless
steel.
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Bastion Of Police Power
Chicago continued to be t h e
focus of inordinate use of power by
those sworn to uphold law and
order. Before the people could recover their senses from the shocking police brutality that took place
during the National Democratic
Convention and the ensuing climate
of sickening medievalism in the
so-called conspiracy trial before a
judge who lacks both integrity and
judicial impartiality, comes a predawn raid on the Black Panther
apartment in which two leaders of
the organization were slain.
The circumstances of the killings do not at all square with the
recital of those who managed to
escape the bullets of the triggerhappy State's Attorney's policemen
who conducted the raid. The report
of the pathologist who conducted a
private post-mortem examination on
the body of Fred Hampton, the
chairman of the Illniois Black
Panther party, supports the contention that the Black Panther
leader was slain while asleep in
bed. It similarly refutes the police
contention that Hampton was killed in an exchange of gun fire with
detectives in a West side apartment
building.
A warrant was issued on the
basis of information that the apartment was a clandestine cache for
weapons. But, why was the raid

conducted at 4 o'oclock in the morning instead of in daytime. Why
didn't the detectives fire tear gas
shells into the flat rather than bullets?
These are questions that neither the State's Attorney nor his
raiding policemen have been able
to answer satisfactorily. The more
they explain, the less convincing
their version of the incident.
It would be a grave mistake
to regard this as an isolated incident. It is an infernal pattern of
police behavior which is being followed in America's big cities as a

nationwide clandestine attempt to
silence dissent and do away with the
dissenters even at a risk of transmuting the nation into a garrison
state.
Martin Luther King is dead.
No single black voice has risen since
his death to complete his unfinished task and challenge those who are
bent on making a mockery of
American democracy. Today, we
have no effective independent, selfless black leadership. All of our militant voics have been either jailed,
killed or frightened into silence.
But, somehow a new leadership
must come and it will come not

from the talented tenth, not from
the heads of foundation-subsidized
black organizations, but from the
ranks of the agonizing poor.

School Racial Balance
The U. S. Supreme Court rebuffed the Nixon Administration
at the same time it overruled the
court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit when it ordered three Louisiana school districts to achieve

"complete student
by Feb. 1.

desegregation"

The Appeals court had given
the schools until the opening of
next year's fan term to achieve
racial integration. While tre decision officially applied only to the
three districts, it represents t h e
Supreme Court's first definition of
what it means by desegregation "at
once," applicable to similar situations throughout the South.

delays were permissible in some districts and that maintaining education should take precedence over
enforcing social justice.
The Circuit court had maintained that the actual merging of student bodies could not be achieved
until seven months later because
of "the absence of merger plans."
When parents of school children appealed this decision to the

Supreme Court on the ground that
the timetable was too slow,.the Justice Department once again opposed
their efforts, contending that the
Circuit court was properly carry-

ing out the Oct. 29 mandate of the
Supreme Court.

The action is construed as a
peremptory denial of the Administration plea for a delay in class-

Since the new decision only
viirectly involves school systems
for which a desegregation plan was

room integration in 250 districts
throughout the South until fall,
1970, because of so-called admin-

already in existence, it is not clear
whether the Court would enforce

istrative difficulties.
In related cases from Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia the
court said Fifth Circuit instructions to the contrary were "stayed"
and the school boards must "take
no steps which are inconsistent with
or will tend to prejudice or delay
full implementation of complete
desegregation on or before Feb. 1,
1970."
The Justice Department had
opposed such a result, arguing that

a similar deadline for districts in
.which no such plan has as yet been
prepared. But the unanimity of the
decision is a clear indication filet the
high court in no mood to trifle with
the controversial issue of racial

imbalance in
America's public
schools. Whether the Court will remain steadfast in its attitude in this
matter will be determined by subsequent actions. Thus far, it seems
to be reminding the public that it
has no intention of adulterating or
reversing the judicial commitment

of the old Warren Court.

Crumbling Barriers?
If signing up a black athlete is
an index to racial and social progress in the Deep South, then a
new day is dawning in the old confederate !date of Alabama in whose
capital George Wallace, when he
was Governor, personally tried to
keep a black girl from registering
at the University of Alabama, just
about five years ago.
Today, matters seem to be
Taking a different racial twist.
Wilbur Jackson, a black football
player has been tendered a football
scholarship by officials at the University of Alabama. He will become
the first Negro football player to
aim, *with Alabama, although it

gave a Negro player a basketball
scholarship last year.
Jackson is a 6-foot-1, 185-pound
wingback who has attained promience as a versatile player on his
high school football team in the
last two seasons. He is said to be
aggressive, powerful and elusive.
Alabama has been charged in
a federal court with failing to recruit black athletes as it does white
athletes. Of all probability, the suit
will be dropped if Jackson is given
a football scholarship as announced
by Alabama Sunday newspapers.
This may well be a sign that race
barriers are beginning to crumble.
Or is this unjustified optimism?
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By
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr.
Whether we accept it or not, freer than those white people
for too many people today, who refuse to join the human
America is one massive, dank race. We tlyned that jail into a
tortuous prison.
temple of the Living God. And
For multitudes of black peo- we say to every human being,
ple this is still true. For million but especially to our black
of the elderly, America is act- brothers and sisters, do not be
ually physical poverty (shame- afraid to turn the "kingdoms
fully, these* are people who of this world, into the Kingdom
have toiled hard for a living of our God".
and for the nation).
The vicious indictments by
For many idealistic young our police and city government
this is true because so much must be fought at every level
that is wrong today oppresses possible.
and threatens to destroy a
meaningful future. Vast num- These indictments would debers of children unconsciously DY our constitutional right to
know the jail because they are assemble peacefully in order
daily hungry and the victims to change racism and tyranny.
Imagine that there are actualof rats and zinc poisoning.
ly white people who want us to
Jesus means these forgotten stop nonviolent attempts to
millions when He insists that: obtain justice! They actually
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon prefer the style of the Black
me. He has anointed me to Panthers. Why do I say this'.'
preach the good news to the Because the Black Panther
poor (black, elderly, the young: style of -resistance allows the
How does one preach good police to kill and oppress with
news to a hungry child?) He little public opposition. Notice
has sent me to proclaim liber- that very few white people
ty to the captives, and recovery vigorously object to the police
of sight to the blind, to set raiding Black Panther homes
free the oppressed, to an- and offices and shooting people
the year when the Lord down. Remember also that our
nounce
8
will save his people.- (Luke: police have never ylaot up a
Ku Klux Klan office or Minutemen Headquarters. Nor have
trampled
Jesus
This is why
police killed a American
the
around Palestine healing, feedMember.
ing, teaching, cleansing the Nozi Party
temple and arguing with the
Furthermore, our
arrests
"righteous" who do not care deny our constitutional rights.
multitudes.
about the thirsty
As a pastor I counsel the
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
mond backs. It may be that some of the Jesus died as a criminal and young on many issues including
because he struggled school. That is pint of the w)rk
On Friday, November 21, a long Senators voted against Haynsworth in agitator
to "set a liberty" ( real liberty; of a pastor guaranteed by our
debate over the confirmation of Judge retaliation for what was done to As- spiritual, moral, personal and
Bill of Rights.
Haynsworth came to an end when the sociate Justice Fortas who drew so social), the oppressed ( both
I also insist that a parent, I
Senate voted 55 to 45 not to confirm much opposition to his being elevated in body and spirit).
am the final (except for God
him. I wonder w h y President Nixon on the Bench that Johnson felt comOur land is a prison for mil- authority
on the welfare of my
didn't withdraw Haynsworth's name and pelled to withdraw his name. Later For- lions of her people. Nonetheless children. I refuse to yield my
most of us have enough inner
save him the embrassment of being re- tas resigned from the Bench. Some personal freedom so that we parental responsibility to a
school board or to a city or to
jected. In fact, the possibly said that if Johnson couldn't can decide if we will assault the police.
As a black parent,
prison.
modern
this
We
can
if I know more
President
would have Fortas, Nixon can't have Haynsabout the welfare
we will, decide to build new
of my children than does the
have saved him- worth.
justice for freedom for everypresent Board of Education. I
self from a defeat
Haynsworth's rejection proves one, especially for the black, accuse
the Memphis Board of
that was a ma- again that Labor and the Negro have poor, elderly and young.
Education of only managing
jor one. There are power. Although judicial ethics was not
Most of us have enough free- our children and not being
dom
to decide to make a more deeply concerned for their
only two reasons involved, the combination of labor and
decent America. We have much proper growth. We would not
for Mr. Nixon's Negroes defeated Judge John Parker in more freedom than our fathers have hungry chuldren in
not
withdraw- 1930. Haynsworth is the second man re- and mothers had.
schools if our board had abiding concern for children. Our
ing Haynsworth's jected by the Senate in this Century.
Since December 5, 1955, black children would learn human
name: He must Both Parker and Haynsworth are people have increasingly exdignity and freedom from the
have thought that Southerners — from North Carolina and pressed their freedom by work- textbooks. Instead most of the
ing, (marching and Voting) to textbooks in our schools
his Presidential prestige was sufficient South Carolina respectively.
teach
stop racism and poverty. Now our young
people
to get his nominee over.
racism
and
sure
I am
that several Senators we are ;joined by the young,
The second reason is that the presi- voted against Haynsworth because they by whites of good w ill, by narrowness of spirit.
dent is still wooing Dixie. Even if his feared that Negroes would remember women, by studeats. even by To ha% e been in jail because
speaking and Indian I counseled
children
a nd
nominee should be rejected by the their vote when they come up for re- Spanish
poor.
parents to stand together for
Senate the South would say "the Presi- elections in their respected states.
better schools was an honor
dent did all he could to get Haynsworth The Negro has power in the ballot. One Furthermore, o u r courts and not a disgrace!
have knocked down many
on the Supreme Court Bench." My guess could wish that Negroes everywhere laws which
In these times we dare not
have hindered the
is that the next nominee will also be would keep this in mind — register and personal social and political allow arrest or jail to keep us
from practicing our personal
freedom of everyman.
a Southerner. This one will likely be vote in every election.
We have no excuse not to freedom. We must practice that
confirmed. This act will further ingraPresident Nixon and the South re- act out our deepest,
most com- i freedom, not for license to , do
tiate Nixon in the minds and hearts of gret exceedingly that Judge Hayns- passionate c o nvictions. We I wrong, but to turn Memphis
the white South. The President wants worth was rejected by the Senate. Mr. may not care enough but this right side up.
to make the South Republican through Nixon says repeatedly that he is deter- Is sin and never an excuse.
We may be afraid to take the
and through.
mined to get balance in the Supreme risks or our freedom, but even
Editor's note: Rev. James
Several factors may have contrib- Court. I have never understood what that is sin. Again and again, M. Lawson, a Tri-State
uted to the Judge's defeat. Although the President means when he speaks Jesus tells us, "Do n o t be Defender staff writer wrote
afraid". The end of our fears this column from his cell in
Strom Thurmond didn't say much dur- of balance on the Supreme Court Bench. is one
sign that Christ is truly the Shelby County Jail. The
ing the three month's of public discus- With nine judges in the Supreme
Court, in our lives. On January 3, date January 3, 1970 men
sion on Haynsworth, it was generally I do not see how there can be balance. If 1970, every American has tlened in his column is the
personal freedom to day your Tri-State Defenbelieved that Senator Thurmond w a s there are five liberals and four conserva- enough
strive to stop cruelty and to der come out for this week.
backing Haynsworth. Thurmond played tives that is not balance. I think what make justice.
Res. Lawson's column Like
such a prominent role in the Republi- the President means is a conservative
This is why some of us It Is was carried last week
can National Convention and the reac- Court. I suspect a Court that 'would un- chose to stay in the Shelby but his name was inadvertJail. We claimed our ently emitted.
tion to his campaigning in the South do some of the things already accom- County
FREEDOM there. Bars alone
for Nixon may mean that some people plished by the Warren Court. What else do not make a prison. We are
are against any man that Mr. Thur- could he mean?
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MY VIEW .

The Haynsworth Case

A Point Of View

- The Sacred Sixties

Well, the sickening sixties ever dumb
they were.
have covered their decade and
Black
mayors
were elected
have just about gone. No better
NAT. D. WILLIAMS
made of green cheese. Now Rap
in
Mississippi
Brown, and
town
for
and in big
Stokeley
them.
cities like Cleveland
THE SHOCKING SIXTIES
1960 astronauts have left foot- Carmichael . . . learned about
.
Of course, it must be adA decade is defined as ten prints in the grey dust of the the generation gap . . . saw mitted that
to
make the startling discovery
the Sixties were I
years of time. Well, the past moon's surface, and folks have youngsters breathe hate on something else
in their own;that black mayor, like a white
gotten
Just
about
over
their
ten years, which will be end.
surprise. It's just another sur- oldsters . . . experienced some way. Earth men landed on the mayor, only works for hire.
mg in a day or so, have been
prising
'60 occurrence . . . of the most shatering murders moon. Technology set upt Black school teachers and
the dadhlamdedst era in the
something
to be expected in In history . . . and faced the nuclear science and gave man 'white school teachers in mixed
history of humanity. At least
the 'power to destroy himself. . faculties,
surprising
this
decade.
learned the elemenfrom this
point of
view
question of "Is God dead". or otherwise set the date
for tary lesson that a child ain't
that's the way it is!
Americans
In the 1960's
Judgment
Day. Youngsters nothing but a child,
The Sixties were Shocking
whether
Change has been more rapid seemed to go all out for vio- years indeed.
began to question the existence or not his color
ranges from
lence.
They
bombed
little
of God and oldsters began to the achromatic
during the years from 1960
pallor of the
Now come the seventies doubt His
to 1970 than virtually any Sunday School girls in Bit-presence. The Six- norgegian to the mid hues
mingham
.
.
.
had
soldiers
of
maybe
.
.
there
.
will
be
someother time in man's existence.
ties witnessed the full develop- the sue kissed
African ....
That's why the 1960's might stick rifles in the breasts of thing sacred about the Se- ment of the Cold War, and 800 happily
many tachers
. maybe men will million Chinese
well be referred to as the little school girls in Little venties .
were counted ed that a kid ain't
Rock
.
.
.
went
mad
whet0
begin
to
nothing hut
realize
that
the
"Shocking Sixties".
out of the human family. Black a kid
. and death at an
Autherine Lucy tried to enter world's history is not Euromen
finally
woke up and ask- early age can
Before the 1960's most folk the University of Alabama pean
happen to any
. . . that of the white ed the world,
"How come you of them.
didn't know too much about . . . just about tore up the
man . . . realize that there keep on
counting
me
television.
Radio
out of
was
the campus of the University of are more people in Asia and
the human family?" And even Now, we approach the sevenmarvel of the day. Before Mississippi when James
Mere- Africa (dark countries), than
American Indians gave echo ties. We have landed on the
the 1960's nobody seriously dith enrolled there; . . stood there
are any place else in
entertained any ideas about by in dumb shock when
from
the grave ... and wanted moon. We have discovered that
Watts the world . . . realize that to
know why should I a man ain't nothing but a man.
mini-skirts . . . and modern exploded . . threw hands up most of the
world's people vanish?"
We know that no one guy has
women's evident intent to In dismay when D Aroit's in- are poor
. . . that most people
a right to control billions
go back to the fig leaf that sides were torn out . . . re- are
while
illiterate . . . that most
The seeking or sickning Six- another man
Eve wore . . . when she be- pended with a sullen back- people are
has no where to
not Christians . . . ties saw many social changes reach
his crusts of bread. We
came modest. Of course, if lash over Newark . . . watched that most
are selfish and care the black man in America know
that something terrific
today's hipped chicks go back the South go nuts over dese- only for themselves
. . . that found himself eating his soul is going
to Eve's beginnings, they, too, gregation of schools and public most people
to happen in the sevenare just plain food in many exclusive places. ties we
have a sneaking suswill be shashaying down city facilities . . . noted with horror dumb . . . and need
the help He could ride in many pre- pic)on
streets unaware that they are the assassinations of three of the strong
that God is going to
to
lead
them
viously
f
o
rbidden
sections. move this wicked race
nude.
great Americans .
and
. the two to the Promised Land ... pos- He could visit zoos and
librari- raise up a nation that shall
Before the 1960s some folk Kennedys and Dr. Martin sibly in
1970 . . . before some es at his leasure. . . and his
obey. . . most likely in the
could be sold on the idea that Luther King . . . heard the fool
takes a chance on using kids could even sit in many
there was a man on a moon fulminations of Malcolm X,
seventies.
childish disputes.
public school classes. .
How- More
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Rights Hearing Asked
For Fayette County

FOUNDER IS HONORED — The chapel in
the educational building of the Longview
Heights Seventh Day Adventist Chapel was
renamed Gray Memorial Chapel during :he
recent official opening of the church at
685 E. Mallory, and cutting the ribbon is
Mrs. E. R. Jones, daughter of the late
Mrs. Ella Gray, in whose home the church
was organized. Standing behind Mrs. Jones
is Elder J. M. Doggette, pastor of the

The Memphis branch of the judge told him that he was
NAACP, in the \sake of an: tired of him coming into his
attack in mid-da on civil rights court with his lawyer.
leader John NIcFerren, has. Five Negro men including
Department of four brothers, pleaded guilty
asked
the
Justice to niae a full investi- to the attack on Mr. McFerren
gation of the administration and were fined five dollars
of justice in Somerville, Tenn. each, plus $8.50 court costa.
Mr. McFerrn was chased Mr. McFerren was repreby five men and then beaten in sented in the case by Atty.
Somerville on Monday, Dec. Irwin Salky of Memphis.
15, after he had told a Tennes- A Somerville city policeman
see state trooper that the men testified that he was called to
were following him and a the scene of the fight and
Memphis newSman, and the arrested all six men.
officer said he could not do Mr. McFerren told the court
that one of the men had a pistol
ana thing about it
The NAACP asked that the , but the officer said that he had
LI\ 1 Rights Commission hold not bothered to search the men
a public hearing "on the ad- following the arrest, and that
he could not say that anyone
ministration
of justice
in
was armed.
Somervine o hich will also be
Also, testifying in behalf of
designed to uncover the social
Mr. McFerren was McCann
and economic conditions as
L. Reid, editor of t he Triapplied to black people in the
State Defender, who was with
area."
Mr. McFerren on the lawn of
In the meantime, disorderly the courthouse when the state
AT VICTORY BANQUET — Elder Earl
conduct charges against John trooper refused to protect
Moore of Nashville was here recently as
McFerren, th e Negro grocer them from the attack.
guest speaker for the Victory Banquet
and member of the Original Mr. Reid told the court that
which climaxed a drive in which more
Fayette County Welfare Lea- he did not see a gun during
than $5,000 was raised in the annual Ingue, were dismissed when he the attack, but that he did see
gathering Campaign for foreign missions by
before Somerville one drop a dirty soft drink
appeared
the Longview Heights Seventh Day AdvenCity Judge J. L. Howze on bottle when the tight first
tist Church and at which Bible and hymnTuesday, Dec. IS, but the started.
- — —
• --

church. Looking on, from left, are Riders
Rayfield Warnick, Shreveport, La., Charles
Dudley, president of South Central Conference of Seventh Day Adventists, Nashville,
and John Simons, treasurer of the Conference. Both Elders Warnick and Dudley are
former ministers of the church, which has
been located on Mississippi blvd. and Alcy
rd. (Withers Photo)

High School Students
Organize Chess Club

FAMILY REUNION — Christmas Day was
a time for the reunion of the children of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Butler Dandridge,
which was held in the home of the R e v.
and Mrs. Freddie Dandridge of 702 Alice
ave., and eight of the 10 children were present. On front row, from left, are M r s.
Grace Rodgers, Mrs. Connie Brown a n d

Scholars once said that clies, have good moral character,
is actually a war game with show cmriesy to his f e 11 0 \k
general against general trying players and go through a ver
to -strip the opponent of its! rough initiation proir to being
defense.
accepted.
The members of the Chess
Club at Frazier High School Mr. Armstrong also said that
in Covington have found this to ithere are a few things as instimulating
and
be true, The Frazier Club has tellectually
25 members enrolled at the exciting as a good game 'it
present time with Mt. Turner chess. The game is strictly an
Cleophus Armstrong. a science individual contest. It was startteacher, serving as the sponsor. ed around 500 A. D. In Asia
"Argentina Wortham and I and the only maj3r charge o'
organized the club in 1966,',rules came about in 1886. It
said Mr. Armstrong. "I had i has been played the s a.m e
been around chess at college I every since. Our students will
out never played a game until average about 45 minutes pe.•
1966; Wortham recently placed . game.
second in a dormitory tourna- The club officers are Samuel
Miss Christine Dandridge. On back r o w, ment at the University of Ten- I Broffitt, president, Michael
from order, are Edmond Dandridge, t h e nessee at Knoxville."
!Holland, vice president; Law.
Rev. E. R. Dandridge. the Rev. F. L. DanMr. Armstrong said that the rence Machin, secretary; Henry
dridge and Mrs. Alveta Jackson. Not pres- club has very rigid by-laws Taylor, assistant _ secretary.
ent were the Rev. Edward Dandridge of that are a must to be followed Joseph Dowell, treasurer; JeMemphis and Lee A. Dandridge of Los An
,by club members. To be rome Bonds and Eddie Robingeles.
a student must main- son, sergeants at arm and
tain a B average in school,.Kenneth Williams, reporter.

GUIDE POST
By CAR LOTTA WATSON, 'p1o7!er's opportunity, and the,
C::unselee
employer's cut. Most big busiMusing: imagination is or- nesses started small, indepenlea mere important than dent and competitive.
A,k
itiri&t. "Will I be a
knowledge.
Albert Einstein
better man working for myior simeone
)ear -Carl Ate:
I have a ne-vous set of else.? Rather than "Will I
3arents. They think 1 should make mane' ? Will I get social
work for some big busines-, prestige? Will I achieve
firm in order to be identified.
• 'The man who runs his
They say I will imer be ro• own busineis must try, first
with and I,remesz to build up the
sneered if I cannot
a big business. Although I half- bus 11-s, HIS business. H e
way agree, i re: ily want to g ) won't have time to divert any
into business for myself. But par, of his energy to trying to
I can't begin with BIG Busi- build up HIMSELF.
ness. Confused.
He who works for himself
Dear Canfused:
will work harder. The man
I think your parents are pull- who is starting his dwn business
ing the string a little tight. wishes he had a 30 - hour day
You can be respected, whether and a ten-day week. This
you are in big business, little makes him smarter and keenbusiness, or working for some- er.
one else. Respect is a result If ever a decade seems made
of performance, nJt where you to order for thase rarin' to,
are performing. Who came strike out on his own, it is the-,
decade that we are entering:
first the hen or the egg?
Combine honesty, know-how, Every.hing has not been disintegrity, a will to work, in- covered, and everything has
terest and a few other qualities int been developed.
into any business and you will The frontier is NOT closed.'
be respected. Whether you go But to the young man who is
into business for yourself or AFRAID, the FRONTIER has
work for others is a decision always been closed. Working
for others may be safer,
you must make.
Remember, the man who :ind working for yourself will
works for himself takes risks, be challenging. . . which will
but for the risk he gets the em- I it be?

•
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ROBIN HOOD Plain sell-ris,iii(J.

FLOUR
65

LB

FACIAL TISSUES

PORK
CHOPS

KLEENEX

930

LB.

Inspected GRADE A

340

L I;

FRESH PORK

1/4 PORK
LOIN

L. 69

FRESH GROUND

59

4 LB. PKG. OR MORE

"SOUL STARS"
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24 HOURS-1010-SOLID SOUL

GREEN
PEAS POLY BAC I

Ld C

I- ORDHOOK

LIMA . 20 02.'`tki,
BEANS
BAG,=

291

MORTON - 3 COURSE
BEEF,TURKEY,
SALISBURY STEAL%
CHICKEN and
•
MEAT LOAF(

59,

17 OZ.

BLUE PLATE
BLUE PLATE

MAYONNAISE

QT

etp0

4 4 c,
nit /

DUBON

DINNERS

HAMBURGER

290

200 COUNT

Dl BON

PURE PORK
$12
1 SAUSAGE .1LB. BAG _

1

490

5LB. BAG

CENTER CUT

HOGUE & KNOTT

013V IN.

7616 Summer
313-5604

ti

CUT UP
FRYERS

,s•z,
tos

367 Union
527.4411

Hcgue & Koott',f
fir
:: :..1
,,,1
k
Hamburger
or Hot Bog
:•,• i1,•.

Government

50,000 WATTS OF SOLID SOUL
..,t9
0
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"
TO4,
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IWO BEST PEACES 11 IIIMORE CAR FOR YOUR

Baked In Memph;S by Memphions
rush•d rush•d doily to your big
Hogue I Knott supermarket for
toLt
maximum freshness:
laVisCEIC"
I 'A
.
V•
- —
.Lt,

BEEF
ROAST

Patronize Tri-State
Defender Advertisers
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis

U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE
CENTER CUT

WITH

al sets were presented persona raising
more than $100 in the drive. From left are
Elder Moore, Mrs. Gloria Niles, Mrs. J.
M. Doggette and Elder J. M. Doggette, the
pastor, the latter three receiving the gifts
at the banquet held in the church fellowship hall. (McChriston Photo)
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PEANUT
BUTTER 40 OZ

89c

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
Open Sundays for

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

or Your Shopping Convenience 9 A Id
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theworld of womcdu
King, Jr., spoke of, that the
sacrifices they made will go a
'long way in unifying our community in attaining the goals
for which we set out.

And Omar Robinson, Jr. hit
the road as soon as he and
choir at Langston University,
where he's Director of Music,
presented Handers "The Messiah." His sister Liz (Mrs. J.
, It was interesting to learn
D.) Swain and her friend Berthat Dick Gregory who came
nice Callary made it here desIto our city to march with Dr.
pite the snow in Chicago but
!Abernathy when he was jai.ed
another sister, Theodora (Mrs.
kept a vigil Christmas Eve
Arlin) Meadows was snowed in
' around Buckingham Palace
at her home in Omaha. Their
!along with Ossie Davis and Flo
mom, Mrs. Omar Robinson and
' Kennedy.
the rest of the Robinson Clan,
The imprisonment of the five
from University of Oregon, Elministers played a tremensie and • Melvin Malunda, Jr.,
dous part for our city in reand their Sonja and Melvin,
ERMA LEE LAWS
!fleeting on the true meaning
•The urgency ot the hour
III. James Robinson and Ald%id Abernathy, the Rev. James
.of Christmas. The vigils, the
calls for leaders of oise
ine and Lillie Robinson rolled
M. Lawson, Jr., the Rev. Erejudgment and sound inte- kiel Bell, the Rev. Milton Guth- marenes. the visits of Bishop
out the hospitality carpet.
grity — leaders not in love ! rie, and the Rev. Malcolm D. Durick, the letters and t e 1 eGwendolyn Hunt, Charles
grams all in support of the
with money but in love with
Liggins, Ruby Hardin, Cherly
Blackburn, w h o
celebrated ministers.
justice; leaders not in love ' Christmas Day, the birthday of
Liggins, Gerald Mead, Richard
MR. AND MRS. WAYNE BRIMMER
with publicity, but in love
Garrett, Anthony William s.
Our Lord Jesus Christ in the The shadow of death cast anwith humanity; leaders who Shelby County Jail. They too, other spell of reflection on the
John Hirsch and Odic Waller
can subject their particular as ‘+ as the Infant Jesus, were 'Fri-State Defender family. . .
are members of the Memphis
egos Wibe greatness of the in a crude setting
Club at Langston and Omar'.
where young Frank Hall was killed in
caust7:"
their advisor.
amongst them an Ecumenical Viet Nam, he was a student at,
Martin Lather King, Jr. Spirit. . . Baptist, Methodist, Father Bertrand High School
Attie (Ras. Ted) Pryor was
in our city from her home in
As we- rettect on the passingi Presbyterian, Catholic and M- and a member of St. Thomas
Chicago visiting her cousins.
the Zilties and anticipate W ,I rican Methodist Episc•pa I, Catholic Church and was very
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ya r•
wesorerttonder what the Sev-'gave rise to new hopes for the much a part of the household,
borbagh on Park Avenue w ho
nties "night bring to us as a black, the disenfranchised, the of Mattie and Whittier Seng-1
feted her with a party Christ!ation -and as a people. the poor and hopeless of all races'stacke and Audrey McGhee,
In a candlelight ceremony on, The bride wore an A-Line
TSD bookkeeper and her famimas Eve that included M r s., Saturday, Nov. 29, Miss Linda , gown of white satin, silk non
foremalitioned quote turns and creeds.
AT RECEPTION — Mrs. Sallie Glover, 120 Marble, rely.
Lincoln Hale, M r s. Louise Kay Marshall became the bride with lace flowers embroideeed
Iver and over again in our
We viould say that these leadtired
recently from South Central Bell Telephone Company
Nichols, and Mr. and Mrs. Eukind and we think of the five ers possesf
And
then
claimed
death
A.E.
of Wayne Douglass Brimmer at , in seed pearls.
the qualities of
with 26 years of service, and here she is seen receiving
Yarborough.
gene
ilinisters, the Rev. Ralph Da- leadership
Withers,
father
of
TSD
photothe New Salem Baptist Church
Her headpiece was of Uce
that Martin Luther
retirement
emblem from J. M. Kitchen, Division plant
her
grapher, Ernest Withers. Nil..
She was swept up in a whirl: with the Rev. W. G. Williams petals and pearls, net, tjth
supervisor,
reception
at
a
given
in
honor.
her
Withers, a venerable gentleman
of festivities — Christmas din- officiating.
crown of pearls. She carrieet a
downtown • anion ave.• southland mafl
was a retired postal employee.
ner at the home of Mr. and
The bride is the daughter of bouquet of mums.
Mrs. Edward Brewer on BuiWedding Bells. . . tolled f o r
and Mrs. Square Marshall! Miss Dianne P. Marll,
Mr.
lington and a brunch at the
!Shirley Annette Peace and Donbountiful table with dinner fit 1 the esthetics of our town and! home of the Eugene Yarbo-1 of 1110 S. Lauderdale st., and sister of the bride, was the alp id
nell Roosevelt Cobbins at the I
fashion specialists In sizis 18 to 60 and 161/a to 32/
1
2
listening to the lecture, were' roughs on Joanne. She's the sis-Ithe groom is the son of Mrs.!of honor.
! Metropolitan Baptist Church , for royalty and an open sesame'I
Henderson. The bridesmaids were -'Miss
Mesdames Jeanne Ricard.
ter-in-law of Mettle (Mrs. Whit- Lula F. Brim mer of
o
with the pastor the Rev. S. A. evening, no
Aurillia Ann Hall, Miss
e .
lia Atkins. Iris Harris, Leath; tier) Sengstacke.
Owen officiating.
gushing champagne fountain. Jones, Lillian Carr, Margaret dra Kay Mackey, Miss 1.412da
Lou Brown, Miss Caroyn tnThe petite 'and charming .! Sikhs brewing the spirited Rivers and her houseguest,I
•
derson and Miss ElisaQra
young bride is the daughter of 1
Mary Lee (Mrs. Wilbur) Mar-,
Horne. They wore canary glidMaggie and Samuel Peace and party included James Swilling, tin from Detroit. Those t W o.
ed crepe dresses and cattied
her groom is the son of Theimal as we11 as others and their bet- were roommates at Fisk Unibouquets of gladioluses. •-•
,Cobbins of the Bluff City a n d!ter halves whose brilliantly col- versity.
dresses added another
Gayle Haney was best ID n.
!Theodore Cobbins of New York
Also sipping the' champagne
• dash of excitement to the evenCity.
Groomsmen included EddtC L.
punch prepared by Jeanetta's
ing. . . Thaddeus Horne, t h e
Turner, Square Marshalli-4r.,
Shirley's an Advisor to the;prexy with his Warliese. Henry mate, Johnny were Mesdames
Eddie
Mai
Ratcliffe,
a
nev.
Memphis Chapter Co-Ette Club, and Clovice Ezum, Edward
The Miss Pre-Alumni Contest for the life and growth of the! brother of the bride; Fred:SeInc., and this was reflected in and Bernice Fowler. Turner member; Rubye Gadison, is a'fund raising affair conduct- council. Second, to affirm the! crets, Ronald Tribble and Milthe candlelit ceremony with a and Debris Gilmore, Allen president of the coterie who ed by students during the Unit- council's goals by encouraging o, Wilson.
The Virgins were Felled:. J.
Houston Co-Ette advisor Leah Hargraves escorting his daugh- presented the speaker; Lula ed Negro College Fund camMinor winging it here from the ter. Linda, Nathaniel and Nora Wilson, Mildred Horne, Rita paign. The coed that reports a fraternal spirit among the Casem, Sherrie Maria Daels,
and Ida Lockard.
Lone Star State. Leah is the Jackson, Jimmy and Jessi e'
the highest amount of money alumni of the member colleges Mia C. Davis, Sherrie L. Hicks,
Holiday Visitors. . . Marjorie will be awarded an all expense and to keep them aware of, Toni Y. Lee and Cheryl • Nedaughter of Val and Dr. Walter Mae McNeely, Walter and
J. Minor. . . Val's the Sponsor Vahness Moore, Howard a n d Iles Lien is here from D. C., paid trip to Detroit where she and dedicated to a life of serv- tones.
sizes 18 to 52 and 16'i to 324
where she's acting director of will represent Lane
of the Houston Co-Ettes and Mary
College in!ice and value. In thinking! The flower girl was Patricia
Elizabeth
Robertson,
Yvonne Robinson an Honorary Fred and Elma Jean Shackel- the Training Division of t h e the National Miss UNCF Pa- that this spirit should begin at L. Casem and the ringbearer
an early age and encourage was Gerone Ratliff.
Memphis Co-Ette who shared ford, Pedro and Ruth Suarez, United Planning Organization. geant.
the sisterhood experience with Atty. James and Hattie Swear- She's a former Memphis schoolOn Lane's c mpus the contest students in school to have a' Hostesses were Miss Kathy
Shirley during their high school engen, Dorsey and Fannie West marm and Woman's Editor of is sponsored fty the Pre-Alum- great love for their school both J Donelson, Miss Lisa Ann Fridays, came from Graduate and Harold and Cloverdean the Tri-State Defender and left ni Club. This rganization is an in loyality and financially. the son, Miss Janet Hanna. and Mis
here as secretary to former out growth
School at the University of Ore- Wilson.
of the National , Pre-Alumni Club was organ- Cheryl A. Maddox, Mrs. Helen
Congressman George Grider.
goa, she's the daughter of Mrs.
Alumni Council of College grad- ized on campuses of UNCF col- Whalum sister of the bride, was
And the Vasco A. Smiths
Marge who has been abed uates from schools belonging to: leges with the parent body be,! honorary hostess. Mrs. Rose
ing a naturelle coiffure; and
Carole Earls, who hails from whose posh and expansive with a virus most of her visit the United Negro College Fund.! ing the National Alumni Coun- Marie Ingram tas soloist for
Omar Robinson and was sport- home provides an elegant set- here is a-visiting the Iles Clan, The alumni council was Brea- cil.
the cereniony.
Dillard University and is the ting for whatever one would her dad. Charles Iles and broth- nized to aid the United Negru
The purposes of these pre.
daughter of the Felton Earls. choose to stage, was the scene ers and sisters-in-law a n d College
Fund organization
of a glittering cocktail party nieces. Charles Jr. and Evelyn which is the greatest united alumni clubs are: To inform
WI NM NM OM an MN INA INNS= IMO
INN MN
Shirley is a member of Del- for Al Bell,
students of the United Negro
executive vice Iles and their Kathy and Leo effort to aid Negro colleges.
ta Sigma Theta Sorority and
College Fund and what it
president of Stax-Volt Record and Rose Nell Iles and their
The purpose of the council is stands for, (2) To encourage a
this too was reflected in t h e Company.
Rosalind.
two-fold: first, to create and togetherness among the students
pyramid formed by the bridal
And more visitors from D.C. maintain in the alumni of
party during the ceremony.
the on these college campuses, and
' The gay red and 'white bids
include Miss Roberta Church member colleges an
abiding (3) to suport financially and
heralding the honor that has and her
The
couple
left
for
St.
Paul,
In your special
aunt, Miss Annette sense of personal commitment
head student drives on campusMinnesota where Donnell is a come to the young executive Church, whose family history
to an individual responsibility es of UNCF colleges.
.
.
"lug
Man of the Year is deeply woven
manager-trainee with the Montinto the hisgomery
Ward
Department Awardee" by the Radio P r 0- tory of Memphis. They're makgram
Conference
Record
ExStore. Shirley will return to
ing the annual visit home to
Memphis State University from ecutive, and the shining color- visit a vast host of friends
which she will be graduated in ed lights that decorated the which includes Helen and Tom
East Parkway home of t h e
June.
Hayes, whose daughter and
Smiths foretold of a carefree son-in-law
Tommy Kay and Dr.
Festivities. . . The Sikhs of evening planned by the hosts Herbert
Harrison are visiting
and
enjoyed
Memphis perpetrated the b i gby the party folk them from
Carmichael, Caligest pleasure snatch since prior to Christmas Day.
fornia; Alma and Phil Booth,
Ponce de Leon discovered the
and their mother, Mrs. C. M.
Fountain of Youth. Did it at Christmas holly was the sub- Roulhac,
Phil's recuperating
ject
of
lecture
the
given
by
their Champagne Cocktail Par.
very well at home now; 1111r s.
! ty and Dance at the Living Mrs. W. Jitter Eason when W. 0.
Speight, whose daughter
Room with so much finesse Jeanetta (Mrs. John) Powell Marion
Speight is visiting her
hosted
Park-Manor
the
Garden
and leaving nothing to be deDOWNTOWN •
from her post at Bethune-Cook64 SO. MAIN
• 527-6436
Club at her home on Quinn.
sired.
UNION AVE. •
1992 UNION
man College, the Fred Hutch• 274-2065
The scenic effect was enough
WHITIHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 396-0064
Members of this group, who items who had their annual hol...
to bedazzle the most blase. . .a are concerning themselves
with iday gathering: Mrs. Harold
Smith, Mrs. Bessie Goldsby,
among many, many others.
And the suave and handsome
Bob Hobson is also here from
D.C. where he's with the Labor
'A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the
'Departmen
t. He's visiting his
plan
for the
Kansas Street Urban Renewal Area. Project Tennessee R-121, which is being
brother and sister in law, the
planned
by
Herbert Hobsons at their home
The Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of 1949. as amended.
on Kingsview Drive and aunt
and uncle Clara and Louis HobThe hearing will be held in the Council Chamber. City Hall, 125 North Main
son whose daughters Clarice
Street,
Memphis, Tennessee, at 3:00 P.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22, 1970.
is home from Cedar Crest
College and Sandra from Pembroke.
The Project area is bounded as shown below:
••

•••

Wayne Brimmer Claimi
Bride At New Salem

,

I

CSS

Mee,

•

CATHERINES

Five Enter Contest
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For Miss Pre-Alumni

after
Christmas

DRESSES

OFF

Buy U.S.

DRESSES • COATS
ROBES • SPORTSWEAR

Bonds

sizes

orig. 7.00 to 140.00

0110999
"W4
99

ByMon ClaireiNc.

•

14 No. Main Downstairs

jSTOUT SHOPPE

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

and Staff wishes
to"Thank" each and
every customer for their
patronage the past year.
For the coming year &

1468 Boxwood St.
5 9,500
4 morns 1 bath frame -250 douse
10.?I Brodie
0.500
4 rooms. I ha tit. fremir 260 (f',01?

'The purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of the redevelopment plan, under State and Local Law. with Federal financial assistance under
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949. as amended. (Public Law 171 -81st. Congress),
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings and improvements. to install, construct or reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and playgrounds or
other site improvements, and to make the land available for development or redevelopinent by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those interested.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity to
be heard at this hearing.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the Memphis
Housing Authority. 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBETTER
SECRETARY

884 Decatur
8,950
7rooms. 1 bath, brick-I50 down
735 E. Mallory
9,730
6 rooms. 1 balk brick-500 down

121 & McKellar
9,500
4 1001114 1 bath, frame 230

NO DISCRIMINATION
Long term. 8% Loans Available

ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker,

1

ar.wr.

pea°
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FIVE SEEK TITLE - These five young women are seeking the title of "Miss UNCF" on the Lane College campus
In Jackson, Tenn. From left are Barbara Cothran, Eliza-

Lelia Walker Clubhouse
Plans 18th Anniversary

both Murrell, Patricia Wilson, Gloria Powers and Doris
Lacy. The winner will represent Lase College In the am
tional "Miss UNCIF Pageantli in Detroit.

Contemporary
41•1111111

By ERMA LEE LAWS
..••••
A little child. . .a shining star, a stable rude. . .the door
The Federation of Women's reception; Mrs. Flora Cochran
ajar. Yet in that place. . .so crude, forlorn, the hope of all. . .
Clubs met recently at the Lelia and Mrs. Sarah Carr, decorathe world was born. Author unknown.
Walker Clubhouse and made tions.
As we reflect on the aforementioned quote and prepare
plans for the 18th anniversary Also Mrs. Elizabeth Bradour hearts for the birthday of our saviour Jesus Christ, we think
celebration of the club. Pre- thaw and Mrs. Helen Houston, of
the five ministers, the Rev. Ralph David Abernath y,
siding was Mrs. Zana Walker, hospitality; and Mrs. Valois
the Rev. James M. Lawson, the Re. Ezekiel Bell, Tr. Milton
president of the Federation. Perry and Mrs. Erie Robinson,
Guthrie and the Rev. Malconli'lllackburn, who are imprisonMrs. Amanda Smith, who finance.
ed in the Shelby County jail. They too, are in a crIdrsetting
has been caretaker for many Clubs represented at t h e
years, has retired, and Mrs. meeting were Clara Barton where amongst them an ecumenical spirit. . .Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Catholic, and African Methodist Episcopal
Velma Stewart is in charge. Health, LaBos Desoie, Ruth
give rise to new hopes for the black, the disenfranchised, the
Anniversary committee chair- Circle, Busy Bee, Lelia Walker
poor of all races and creeds, as well as the hopeless.
men and co-chairmen include Art, Hiawatha Art and Social,
GEMS PLAN BALL-Members of Gems, Inc., are seen here
Joyce Parker, Phyllis Benford, Wanda Taylor and Marjorie
As a token of appreciation for the sacrifices these disciples
Mrs.
L.
E. Harrison, general Leatha Social Service, Chrisplanning for a Saturday night semi-formal ball in the Skyof Jesus and Martin Luther King, Jr., are making, and in your
Bradfield- Standing in back are Danette Jones, Katblyn
way of the Sheraton-Peabody on Dee. 27, and on the floor
Wiggins, Charlotte Walker and Mrs. Mary C. Meals, chairman; Mrs. Bernice Maclin tian Ladies and Hooks Edwards observance of a "Black Christmas," we know we'll see you
and Mrs. Mildred Crawford, Home Board.
from left are Martha Porter, Glenda Robinson, Cassandra
advisor. Not shown are Linda Brown and Cheryl Futon. program;
and your family at ecumenical services at 'tlilyborne
Mrs. Mary Lee Rob- Mrs. Maurice Tate is p u b.
Hunt and Jenise Cumby. Seated, from left, are Rita Young,
(Withers Photo)
Temple and later at the vigil around Shelby County jail en
inson
and
Mrs.
011ie
B.
Smith,
licity chairman.
Christmas eve.
-Wedding bells. . tolled for Shirley Annette Peace and Donnell Roosevelt Cobbins, Monday at seven p.m. at Metropolitan
'Baptist Church, with the pastor the Rev. S. A. Owen officiating.
The petite and charming young bride is the daughter of
Maggie and Samuel Peace and her groom is the be
of Thelma Cobbins of Bluff city and Theodore Cobbins of New
York City.
Shirley ii an advisor to the Memphis chapter "Cot t to
'Club" and this was reflected in the candlelit ceremony with a
Houston "Co.Ette" advialir, Leah Minor winging it here from
the "Lone Star State." She's the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Walter J. Minor. . . Val's the sponsor of the Houston "CoEttes" Yvonne Robinson, an honorary Memphis "Co-E t t e"
who shared the sisterhood experiences with Shirley-dos ring
their high school days came from graduate school lens University of Oregon. She's the daughter of U. Felton Earls.
The couple left for St. Paul, Minnesota where Donnell is a
manager trainee with the Mantgomery Ward department
store. Shirley will return to Memphis State University, from
which she will be graduated in June.
MM.
Festivities. . .The Sikhs of Memphis perpetrated the biggest pleasure snatch since Ponce De Leon discovered)* founalma
dna.
,
tain of youth. Did it at their champagne cocktail party and
MM.
4•111.
dance at the living room with so much finesse and leaving
ann.
nothing to be desired.
When You Buy 1st. The At Regular Price Plus
Maar
• •
The scenic effect was enough to bedazzle the tgipt blase
Ma.
Tires!
on.
ITT
Old
2
2
and
Tires
MOEN.
. . .a bountiful table with dinner fit for royalty and 4* open
Sesame bar that literally flowed all evening not ti :mention
a• llaa
NM"
the gushing champagne fountain.
Sikhs throwing the spirited party included James Swilling,
ana..
as well as others and theit better halves, Thaddeus More, the
•
prexy with his warliese, Henry and Clovice Exuma., Edward and
•
•
Bernice Fowler, Turner and Debris Gilmore, Allen Itargraves
escorting his daughter, Linda Nathaniel and Nora Tacksna,
•
Jimmy and Jessie Mae McNeely, Walter and Vahness Moore,
"It
•
Howard and Mary Elizabeth Robertson, Fred and Elms Jean
•
Shackleford, Pedro and Ruth Suarez, Atty. James and Hattie
•
Swearengen. Dorsey and Fannie West and Harold add-Clover•
es
dean Wilson.
And the Vasco A. Smiths glittered things up with their
elegant cocktail party in their posh East Parkway South
•
•
home, honoring Al Bell, executive vice president of ,Btax-Volt
•
Record Company.
•
The honoree is one of the recent recipients rills radio
•
program conference record executive, "1869 Man Of-The Year
•
Awardees". Jeanette (Mrs. John) Powell was recent hostess
a
to the Park-Manor Garden club and Mrs. W. Jeter rakon, leca
tured to the group on Christmas hollies.
Members of this group who are concerning themselves with
Replace Those Slick ,
a
the esthetics of our town and listening to the lectura..were Madames Jeanne Ricard, Julia Atkins, Iris Harris, Leath JOSSII,
Worn-Out Tires and Save !
a
Lillian Carr and Margaret Rivers with her huuseguest, Mary
Lee (Mrs. Wilbur) Martin from Detroit She and Margaret
were
raommates at Fisk University.
a
Also sipping the champagne punch prepared by Jean•
netta's mate, Johnny, were mesdames Eddie Mai Ratcliffe, a
•
new member; Lula Wilson, Mildred Horne, Rita Olive, Id.
a
Lockard,. and Rubye Gadison, president of the group who pre•
sented the speaker.
a
•
Hero and there. . .Marjorie Iles Ulm) is here from D.C.
•
visiting her family: her father, Charles Iles, her brother and
sister in law, Charles, Jr., and Evelyn Iles and their daughter
Kathy and another brother Leo and Rose Nell Iles and their
daughter Rosalind.
Marge is now acting director of the training division of
,,pertred Fiber (dass tires almost double the mileage of most nonthe United Planning organization. She's the forznifrironian's
belted new car tires. Two fiber glass belts beneath the tread keep the
editor of the "Tri-State Defender."
1.;
•
nre surface flat against the road for better traction and longer mileage.
And Omar Robinson polished off his Christmas Cantata of
•
Guarantee
•
ALLSTATE Passenger Tire
Handel's -Messiah" at Langston University where he:s direc•
•
Tread Wear-Out
tor of music and was on the road for Memphis.
Tread Life Guarantee
WHITEWALLS
4 W dELS
•
Guarantee
Guaranteed Against: AlliedGwendolyn Hunt, Charles Liggins, Ruby Hard_le,‘,...CherW
•
liegtmar
2nd.
Tire
from
Urea of the tire resulting
• •
Guaranteed Against! Tread
Liggins, Gerald Mead, Richard Garrett, Anthony Wilams,'
Tire
r p.ics With 31f Plus rev Pius
•
normal road lumarrie or defects
tar
BALANC
weer-ou t.
ED
BLACKWALLS
•
in material or workmaaahip.
mi.
John Hirsch and Oche Waller are members of
Qio Tl1 gnd_cIld TWO 4
For Bow Loaf: The number •
1,Li
'Memphis
T. For How Long: For the IMO of months specified
Club at Langston and ()mar's their adVisor.
6.50x13
27.9
•
ILIA_
1_341
Regular 2nd. Tire 60%
•
tba original tread.
What Beare WW Do: In SI6.95x14
21.91
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so split a pair of games with
Alcorn and should make the
evening very interesting f o r
, swift LeMoyne-Oweu. L-0 trayto Holly
Miss. to
PAIR
earlier in the week at Bruce I take on Rost Springs,
College WednesHall.
Now 13r:everyone realizes
day following the Dillard conthat the 4aea- striding LeMoyne- The victory by Alcorn was
its test.
Owen baZtaktball team is au- fifth against four setbacks. The
EARLY TITLE GAME
Coach Jerry Johnson's Magi- Coach Johnson's charges trailthentic Zialoxically it could. Braves are defending Southwork against the youthful Ma-, western
The
Knights of Columbus of.
cians of Lebtoyne-Owen Col- ed 12-0 before they started.. r
Athletic
Conference
clicking.
gicians. lair losing huge 6-81 champions, and while they are ficials apparently figured that'
lege will be given a breathing
•
center VOW Taylor and excit- having their pre-season troubles an all black final game in the
Coach Johnson said "we:
spell next week before launching playawriter Bill Meggett the Braves figure to be tough K. of C. holiday basketball
ing their 10-game January didn't know the Vols' style
from las=aason's squad L-0 when league play gets under- 1 tourney at Memphis State
of play because we had not
schedule.
Coach J=Z Johnson at best way Saturday Alcorn is ad- wouldn't draw as large a crowd
scouted them. We found it
could look-forward to the Ma- justing to a coaching change! as an interracial game because
Dillard University of New necessary to switch from a
gicians cl;Wa in the Volunteer which brought David Whitney for all practical purposes the
Orleans
comes to town Sat- 1-3-1 zone to a man-to-man
best
two teams fought it out in
State Atdic Conference with from Texas Southern to the,
defense.
urday night, Jan. 3, for a
guarded
mism.
Lerman campus. He replaced the semifinals last Saturday
crack at the LeMoyne-Owen "At halftime, we got our ,
former NBA player Bob Hop- night in the MSU Fieldhouse.
Coach 7
sfe4mson inserted 5-7
Over 3,000 screaming fans were
offense together, and we looked" 'kins
who
took
season:
this
over
five.
Jerry DoTair at guard to guide!
like a different ball club ill
treated to an exciting battle
Xavier
at
in
Orleans.
The
New
the offeaMe: and perhaps the
"Dillard has a real power- the second half."
surprise move this past fall al: between Mt. Pisgah, rated
biggest
rprise freshman
house," declared Coach John- LeMoyne-Owen
trailed
at
so involved Memphian I. C. number one in the tourney, and
Charles Edge, at 6-5 gave the
halftime, 35-31.
Gordon, former Carver head Melrose, the defending eity
son
after
watching
the
New
Purple Wave unexpected rementor. Gordon moved to Tex- champ and third place finisher
Orleans team defeat tough
bound strength. Edge has a
Much credit for the victory
as
Southern in Houston. Gordon in the 1969 st.te tourney. Mt.
good pair of hands aLd is more :
to Jerry Dover, the clever
goes
Alcorn
in
the
Crescent
City
Pisgah,
led by some fantastic
was at the Alcorn game here
than adequate at getting the
floor general; the bruising
last week.
at LeMoyne and felt that the shooting by Willie Biles, edged
defensive and scoring ace,
UO 0
A MEMORIAL TREE - The Keep Wincon
losers were much tougher than Melrose 76-73 in overtime.
superintendent in charge of instruction for
After Dillard, the Magicians Edward Hoskins, and Charles
Dover and Edge complemented
sin Beautiful Club of Wisconsin Elementary
how they played. Cordon's
the
Memphis
City
Schools.
Davell Baker is
the scoring talents of veterans
will be at Rust in Holly Edge, the freshman backboard
Biles scored 34 points to lead
School celebrated annual Arbor Day late in
TSU team is expected to take
president of the club, whose aim is to keep
Ed "Dusty" Hoskins and JackSprings,
Miss., Jan. 7, and genius who was high scorer
its lumps this year because sev- the Eagles against ineir bird November with a program and then plantthe bullding and campus beautiful, and
ie Robinson. The Magicians ran
then return to Bruce Hall, for the Magicians, getting all
eral players recruited didn't family kin the Kingsbury Fal- ed a crepe myrtle tree in memory of Mr.
Mrs. H. R. Burrell adviser. Mrs. A. Johnup a string of eight straight'
Jan. 9, for a contest with of his 20 points in the second
stay in school when the coach- cons in the finals which were Morgan Christian, who had been assistant
son Is principal.
before'having their bubble
their second Volunteer State half.
ing change was made.
Athletic Copference opponent,
pricked last Saturday night
set for Monday of this week.!
•
R o binson, Robert
SPORTS BRIEFS
when revenge minded Alcorn
Christian Brothers College of Jackie
LeMoyne-Owen has, a tough! The game started as if the
Brown, Herbert Carter, LeRoy
,
Memphis.
The
A&M blasted the proud Mad row to hoe with nicst of its opgame
with
CBC
football
coach
Alcorn head
players were told they had only
will be played on the Bruce LeFlore, Hubert McNeil and
Lads 117-87 in Vicksburg, Mis- ponents now pointing to their'
and athletic director Marino
Kenneth Petty deserve top
quarter
a
to
play
with
b
o
t
h,
Hall floor.
sissippi. The first defeat came!games with the Magicians as,
Casem was in town recently'
praise too for their important
at the hands.of one of the na- tough ones. The Mad Lads hope!teams getting off shots when- and like any grid mentor this! Joseph L. Nelson, manager of will coordinate management accontributions to the winning'
The
sparkling
Magicians
tion's most highly rated small to bounce back from the Al.'ever they got within 30 feet of: time of year is interested in William H. Foote and Edward tivities with work of the Mainmade their VSAC debut in cause.
college fives. The Braves from corn defeat with a win over the hoop. Mt. Pisga h,
new recruits for his SWAC 0. Cleaborn Homes for the tenance Department.
magnificent fashion Saturday
Lorman recovered some lost. visiting Dillard of New Orleans held slight margins at the quar-i champs. Casem, who went to Memphis Housing Authority,
Mr. Nelson was first employ- night before a crowd of 1,000
prestige after having dropped tonight (Saturday) in Bruce ter breaks but Melrose turned school across the street from
by coming from behind to
a 99-86 overtime thriller to L-Oi Hall. The Blue Devils have al-L a Pisgah floor mistake in the the L-0 gym when Father has been naltied director of the ed by the Housing Authority in defeat
the Vols of University
Management
Departm
ent
last 20 seconds of regulation, Bertrand was St. Augustine,1
February, 1946, as assistant of Tennessee at Martin, 81-68.
play into a basket to tie the showed an interest in Alvi n, Orelle Ledbetter, executive dimanager at William H. Foote score at 70-70. Melrose missed Hawes upon leaving the L-0 rector, announced today. ....,„
Homes.
At that time he was a
several close shots in the over-I Alcorn game here. Casem was
Mr.
Nelson
succeeds
resident
of the development.
r
s.
time with less than a minute,quickly reminded that Hawes,,
'left which prevented the Gold-a a Washington graduate was
John T. Griffin, who retiredI Since then, he has served as
en Wildcats from knotting the full fledged starter with the December 19, 1969, after 30 manager of four other developBy Bor
; score. Melrose, showing trem- Golden Gophers of the Univer-'
years of employment by the ments. The Foote-C leaborn
I endous depth in the tourney, sity of Minnesota. . . Tennessee
WANT:5
&CAVA
managership entails responsiwith at least nine players con-i A&I rode the hot shooting of; Housing Authority.
siga's
SANICEST
tributing to the Wildcats scor-1 Ted McClain to advance to the As
for 1,500 apaitments.
head of the Management bility
ing, were led by Glean Palm- finals of the Quincy, Ill. Xmas!Department,
Mr
Nelson wilF A Cummings Street Baptist
0
1925 UNION AVE.
downed Treadwell 66-58 to gain Tourney. The southpaw mark supervise
and assist in admini--5
275-1148
er's 29 points. Me lrose 6-3, tallied
as A&1 edgedQum- stering the resident assignment Church worker, Mr. Nelson is
«semi
its semifinal berth t with Mt. cy 86-84.
3250 SUMMER
. Memphian Oscar,policy, in managing more than active in the Boy Scouts, the
-OD•
324-4444
••
Pisgah 70-41 waltz over Tre-i Reed of the Vikings will play 5,000 apartments
and in levy- War on Poverty -Committee and
•00.•
zevant moving the Eagle s! against Cleveland in the NFL'ing and collecting
rents and Memphis Area Project-South.
Journeyman
::t
skill
'along.
I title game.

orts
Horizon
___els

Magicians Catch Up
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In Their VSAC Debut

Joe Nelson Promoted

Pro-Files
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EXCELLENT
FRINGE
BENEFITS
$4.23 Per Hour
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Lykes

Beef Stew
Salmon

Alaska Pink
3 Limit 160z. 690

U.S. NO.1

3 lb. Can

Vegetable Shortening590

center cut boneless chuck

6 Limit

Tomato Paste

lb

0.44501,540,for

Di\le Belle

CHOICE

HEAVY
BEEF
Roast

10 oz.3
/1.00

CorTtadina

BOWL, AV'717(.4f
o9ua5711we5ses

36-13 Cerra,/JOWL.

Beef, Chicken, Salisbury
Morton Frozen Turkey, or Meat Loaf

2 Limit

79*

Saltine Crackers 2140
Varallo's

Chili w/ Beans 29*
Oaf
5446R111

Martha White

5 lb. Bag

46

o.z.25.

Fred Monteq

Qtrs. Lb.

Vegetable Oleo

150

28*
Fresh
Pork
Chops
lb. 690

Blue Pldte

Peanut Butter 40 „, 89.
Strawberry

Preserves

18 oz.

or
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games a recent innovation?
2-Were night baseball
games limited at first in
majors?
3-Which was the first•major
league baseball team to fly!
BORN
in
HOOHEE?
Hubbard, Tex,
1888, this
in
started
fellow
playing ball in
1905, became
one of the great
stars, then a
manager and
1 a t cfr was in
liquor sales.
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KIMBERLY - CLARK
CORPORATION
an

Equal Opportunity
Employer
M-F

Driver-Ownerswill, late
model single or tandefft
Md, tractor or financially capable VI
this type of equipment
We are a Class I heavy and specialigo:.
earrier operating throughout the United
States. owner-Operators must be at,
lea,' 25. have 2 years verthaoie seats,
experience and capable of passing the
DOT physlcial requirements You aos
welcome to conic in in person -nil,
call 405-672-3259 or 314-382-0067.
-DF:Al-KR14 TRANSIT. INC.
El. 8. Box 25• 1501 Southeast 441
:it. Oklahoma City. Okla. 73100. o'
332 Thatcher Ate St. Louie.

Durcitaring

tiraure2 auloq 70hu 1.1.3A0fr Alin)
wing pinoa Weal gaud 'sa2L--z
•itaos,
mat,: UI spuno.ip otod 4147 07 ,63147
It
4.).11 pailp.ups aldNi .?!‘)131 trawn.
Equal Opportunity Employer-5881 07nzreq sao.8 It '0N-I
,,Oft SALE :Oink Si-J. S120 00 Mink
(.1a)
tu5dS
,aatiooti)
('ape 8100 00 683-9753
Destrancteel by Central Press
Perfect Xmas Gift
Mink Stole stair.

NO

MU

Mink Cape 3100 683-9753.
-

39.

10 lb.
pail

29 oz.

aloe
12oz.

Luncheon Meat SO.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the
plan for the
Beale Street Urban Renewal Area II, Project Tennessee R-119,which is being
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of 1949, as amended. planned by
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber, City Hall, 125 North
Memphis, Tennessee, at 1:30 P.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22, 1970.

12 or.

Drinks

PORK
Chitterlings

Blue Plate

•

Cliff House

Shasta

Peach

Salad Dressing Qt. 43*

way 4

Indust
Turne

lb.

First Cut

Ma Brown

29 oz.

Sleet. Potatoes 29

3 limit

5coRE4
11/5
2/0
Vff/C1111#
aREER
WO BY
7,41,(0t,

Aa-57:1R
6AAke.

Jferw7-'S-NeAse
Bruce Cut

Fryers Whole

cvAear
5/fFoRP

E41 it'/N5
/97W Awn'adt

151
/
2oz.

U.S. D.A. Grade A
Delmonte Orange or Grape

CAoICEA/PRO/19AP:

lb. Box

Corn Meal Mix 35*

3/25.

4 Limit

QUESTIONS
1-is Ladies Day at baseball

eow‘.04,
001545
saRefe5Geog6h4
/6-2 (16,/iR

EAST-5014 POPLAR (Al kONDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

Soup 6 Limit 103.or.2/29

Snowdrift

PeNt 5,Nre

fOili KM/545
1/4CA'Att6E
'
/5-1

SOUTH-1232 L SHELBY DRIVE (WH1TEHAYEN'

Campbells Vegetable or Vegetation

• ell

Har
good

//YR05E800Z.

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

Dinners

To app
'21 -

1/50,

24 or Can 530

Delmonte

Drink

37 POihrTS... ROM"
WAYME'S 19-18 DEC-45104
CVER MIAMEApoLiS NOV.22,

CLASSIFIED AD.
SECTION

0

9*

Main Street,

The Project area is bounded as shown below:
T

S'3-79
I
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FRED MONTES 1

DOMINO

SUGA

Domino Sugar 5 lb. Bag 11
: vnth

.518. BAG

With Coupon and $5.00 additional Grocery Purchase

••

coupon and 5.1,0 additional purchesis itsciJeling
eolu• of coupon rn•rchan dis• ( fr•sh milk pruducts
and tobacco also escluded ;n corropllen•.• -•;ith stat•
low). froupon .spires noon Wednesday Jan. 7
Anti freeze
perches, not included in coupon re
: demption ONE COUP01`) PER FAMILY PER WEEK

FRED MONTESI Country Style
2 lb.

PORK

SAUSAGE

bog

Bee

Fresh Ground

HAMBURGER
4

lb. Pk9-"
"re

57*

lb.

Short Rib of Beet
choice per lb. 49*
per lb. 27*
for boiling
Slab BACON „omit,
sliced per. lb. IliO
W
piec• per lb.

WEAK PRINT

62.

MM.

AVVVE

_T

p.•=•.11J Eal

The purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of
development plan, under State and Local Law, with Federal financial assistancethe reunder
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law 171-81st.
Congress),
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings and
improvements, to install, construct or reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and
playgrounds or
other site improvements, and to make the land available for development or
redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation
proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those
interested.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity
to
be heard at this hearing.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the
Memphis
Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBEITER
SECRETARY

F.

aim

"men a.
omomo ore.
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Good Education Pays Famous Blacks Cited
Off For Ex-Memphian For Deeds Long Ago
Hard work combined with a'lating and Homer did well Buried somewhere out there despite
attempts to keep them
good education has lighted the,enough in his studies to be ac- in the trackless wastelands of down,
such as Dr. Charles
way to a promising position in cepted by the Massachusetts In- anonymity for years have been Drew, Matthew Henson
and
industrial research for Homer stitute of Technology.
the names of at least 100 in-?Phyllis Wheatley. But countless
Turner, Jr.
After attending M.I.T. for two visible blacks, invisible because'others, such as 0. J. D u nn,
Mr. Turner. who holds a years, he transferred to the Uni- the white man chose to makellenry 0. Tanner and William
Bachelor of Science and versity of Detroit and received them so.
i‘ltiells Brown are known only
Master of Science in Physics, I his Bachelor of Science in phy- They did this not by sorcery to a handful of Americans tois eriployed as a research phy- sics in 1964. He then enrolled in or witchcraft but by deliberate day.
sicist for General Electric in Wayne State University's grad- downgrading of their deeds, by But unknown they will retheir Lighting Research Lab- uate programs in Detroit and completely ignoring them. But main no longer, for SEPIA has
oratory at Nela Park.
received his Master of Science they wouldn't stay burie d. brought their names and acin physics in 1966 before serving SEPIA magazine, in its Janu- complishments out far all to
The 29-year-old native of
with the U.S. Army for two ary issue, has "resurrected" see.
Memphis, Tennessee, began his
them.
In the same issue is a story
years.
education in an all black eleThe worst thing you can do on Calvin Hill, the sensational
While working for General to a man is to rob him of his rookie
mentary school
running back for the DalElectric this enterprising young good name. Next worst is to
las Cowboys pro football team.
"Many of the kids would drop
man hopes to work on his doc- completely ignore a man, esThey're calling him "another
out of sclKol in the fall in order
torate degree under the employ pecially the good he acco mJimmy Brown" and "Super
to earn money for winter
reimbursement plan.
plishes in the world. This is the Rook." How a rookie from
clothes", says Mr. Turner,"
and In some respects, the quali- Mr. Turner says, "It is a story of how that was ac- Yale cracked the lineup of
ty of education was not very great opportunity to gain valu- complished in Years past, how what many regarded as possiencouraging, so my parents de- able experience in my field heroes and heroines have been bly the best football machine
cided to send me to Chicago to while being able to reach my lost to posterity. Some of these ever assembled makes for ea.names have drifted to the top grossing reading.
live with an uncle and attend educational objectives".
school there "
Mr., Turner's uncle, who was
a steward on a railroad, suggested that he apply to the
University High School which
was .operated by the University of Chicago's School of Education.

ohnes-Ragland -Beasley -

Reasl
A

"Being accepted brought
about quite ' a change in my
life, as the high school w a s
practically all white and many
of tke schools with which we
competed in athletics were segregated." Turner did not personally feel any discrimination,
however, while playing basketball, soccer and track.
In fact, the school's atmosphere proved to be most stimu-

The Quality Remains. . .

AbiSapersteia's Fsbvlevs

...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
U.S. CHOICE TENDER.AY REEF

COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF

PUREX
BLEACH

9

GAL.
JUG

5-1b. big
with .coupon offer

,

GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS

-••••
•••••

54-51.50-53.00 —
On Sail At The Coliseum a

t.0.
1

Beasley- ones-Ragland-Beaslyjones-Rag and

fiklidlePtith's Central Tkket Office
001111011111110111.1111....11.1.".".....1.....•

350

11-oz.
each

1-2

FRESH CUT
TURNIPS

50

wirmss-mium num.......

Not

excluded)

SWEET
POTATOES

ft.

Name
Address
City

BANQUET
FROZEN MEAT
DINNERS
(Ham

FOR WHITER WASHES

KROGER CANE

SUGAR

MEADOWLARK LEMON

69'

1.b.
Pkg.

In Person!

Fssaturing

SLICED
BACON

1390

Beasley-Jones-Ragland
99 South Main Street
Memphis Tenn. 38103

moo..

gos.

Charge. ..
Bankamericard - Mastercharge

MAGICIANS OF
BASKETBALL

JANUARY 49-3:00 P.M.
111141111T11 COLISEUM

COUNTRY STYLE

ROUND STEAK HAMBURGER
30/60 Day Charge-6 Month Revolving

fl

You can't do as well
anywhere else!

4
0z

:
Z4 1

HARLEM
GLOBE
TROITERS

11: 1F1:)filtrim
roier

ong After The Price Is FQ rgotte
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes
for years--knowing they're the
fin est you can buy_ Fine handcraftsmanship'. . rich styling...
luxurious leathers .. assure
you instant and everlasting
comfort--plus smart good looks
that'll carry you through many
seasons

tr

1b2

'FRYER BREAST -'OR LEGS. 490
FREESTONE PEACHES
25
No.2can

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

COLLARDS, MUSTARD OR

A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the plan ffor the
Medical Center Urban Renewal Area III, Project Tennessee R-75, which is being planned by
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of- 1949, as amended.
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber. City Hall, 125 North Main Street,
Memphis, Tennessee, at 10:15 A.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22, 1970.
The Project area is bounded as shown below:

BONUS COUPON

WASHED RED

POTATOES
litiRFRUIT

990

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS 111,1/6/70
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The purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal tor this undertaking of the redevelopment plan. under State and Local Law, with Federal financial assistance under
Title 1 of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law 171-gist. Congress),
fo acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings and improvements, to install, construct Or reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and playgrounds or
other site improvements, and to make the land available for development or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those interested.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity to
be heard at this hearing.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the Memphis
Housing Authority. 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
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DEFENDER

Nurses Offered
Refresher Course
At Adult Center
The Tennessee Department of
Employment Security, in cooperation with the Memphis Adult
Education Center at 4911 Sanderlin rd.. is offering a sixweek refresher course for registered nurses who have been out
of the profession for at least
two years.

i
l

T
Fourth grade students at the Hyde
A CHRISTMAS
Park Elementary School sold plaster of paris wall plaques
this year to raise funds for their Christmas charities, and
here they are seen presenting replica M a house containing
Ma to Police Lieut. R. J. Turner, head of the Community
Relations Bureau, for its Christmas Fund to buy ,oys, clothing and candy for the needy, and making the presentation
to Lieut. Turner is Lisa Frieson. From left are Lamas

Registered nurses with licenses or eligible to obtain Tennessee licenses, and interested in
refreshing their knowledge of
the profession with the intention
of returning to nursing, are eligible.
For more information about
the registered nurse refresher
course, call the Tennessee Department of Employment Security at 272-3001.

-so
Johnson, Millie Thomas, Russell Young, Mrs. Essie Luck.
ett, teacher: Candace Oliver, Mr. Frank Lee, maintenance
engineer; Rhonda Relsterford, Lisa Frieson, Mr. Turner,
and Pamela Ivy, daughter of Police Warrant Officer James
E. by. The children presented a check for S35.00 to the
Goodfellows and gave five dollars for a CARE package
evc.rseas.

The first class for 1970 is
scheduled to begin on Jan. 19.

Bus Drivers

RecordFor Rebounds Heart Attack Fatal
For Emmett Marshall
Set By Charles Edge

Giving Dance

The Transit Operators will
Emmett J. "Stokes' Marshall
present their second annual
Regional Representative for
ball this Saturday night, Dec.
Anheuser-Busch. Inc., for the
27, in Club Paradise from 10
Charles Edge, the Magi-.48 in 1964 against Allen Unipast 19 years, died at San Anp.m. until 2 a.m.
cians' 6-5 freshman center versity and Gaines got his in taw°,
Tex., on December 12,
from Northeastern High in 1962 against Tennessee State.I
The public is invited to the
4960. Death was attributed to
Detroit, set a new record for Currin is also tied with
affair. John L. Smith is busheart attack.
a
LeMoyne-Owen College when Robert Hambric in the most
iness manager.
he hauled in 28 rebounds assists department. Both got Mr. Marshall, who was 52
lived
Prosat
old,
2626
years
against the Rust College Bear- 20 in 1962. Jerry Dover, the
cats of Holly Springs, Miss. current floor general and a pert Street, in Houston. Tex.
LeMoyne-Owen Coach Jerry guard on the Magicians' squad,iServices were held on DecemJohnsen said Edge establish- piled up 17 assists Dec. 6!ber 17, 1969 at St. Luke's Epised the new record in Bruce against Lincoln University at copal Church in Houston.
The Anheuser-Busch repreHall, Dec. 9, when the Magi- Jefferson City, Mo.
The Magicians tackle the sentative held several key posicians defeated Rust, 111-55.
DOUBLE ACTION
Vols of University of Tennessee lions and memberships in variEdge's most rebounds in a
6MY MIRKA
/COLORS
at Martin in Bruce Hall at 8 ous business, community and
single game broke the rec3rd this
DRESSES
HAIR III IVO
Saturday night, Dec. 20, university organizations. Includof James Gordon a former
in their first Volunteer State ed is the National Association
DRUGGIST
AT
YOUR
Magician now living in LoutsAthletic Conference contest. of Market Developers, and he
vile, Ky., who snared 26 in
received the NAMD Marketer jor league baseball stars and
1962 against North Carolina
of the Year Award in 1966 in often met with them in HousCollege in a tournament at
New York City.
ton.
Winston-Salem.
Other affiliations include Assignments with AnheuserIn releasing Edge's recordKappa Alpha Psi Fraternity of Busch brought Mr. Marshall to
breaking feat and other inAmerica, the Masons, Order of many Texas communities and
dividual s t a tistics,
Coach
Johnson explained that they The National Alliance of the Elks, American Legion, and he also represented the comTexas Southern University Ti- pany in Oklahoma and had
recorded
were
during
his Postal and Federal Employperiodic special assignments
13 years as head basketball ees (Memphis and Bluff City ger Club.
mentor
a t L eMoyne-Owen. Branch) is presenting a Holi- Mr. Marshall is survived by in St. Louis, Omaha, Kansas
Records of previous years' day Extravaganza Ball at the his wife Charlye M. Marshall, City, Los Angeles, New Orelans,
dating back to the late 1920's Holiday Inn at 980 S. Third st. a daughter Joh Claire and son Memphis and Jackson, Miss.
are not available.
this Saturday night, Dec. 27, Justin, one sister and three
brothers.
Johnson said Gordon still from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.
holds the record for free The branch recently pre- A veteran of World War
throws, with 16 out of 17 seated a check for $100 to Mr. Marshall served as a staff
against Miles College of Bir- the Mallory Knights Charitable sergeant with the U. S. Army
mingham, here in 1964.
Organization for its annual in India. He .was also intensely
interested in sports and served
Other statistics cited by the Christmas project.
coach show Monroe Currin and The public is invited to attend as a semi-pro baseball umpire
for a number of years. Over the
Davit Gaines tied with 413 the affair.
each mjnost points scored in C. L. Mitchell is president years he befriended many maa singitjame. Currin hit his and Mrs. 0. F. Evans secretary.

IDE GRAY HAIR

SLICK BLACK

GIVING CHRISTMAS CHEER — Members
Jones, Mrs. Josephine Harper, Miss Rosie
of the Charmette Social Club are seen preEdwards, Mrs. Doris Dotson and Mrs. Lela
paring for the distribution of Christmas
Ray Bachus. Not shown are Mrs. Jennie B.
baskets to the needy. Seated from left are
Gates, Mrs. Tommye .1. Franklin, Miss GerMrs. Ruthie Davis, Mrs. Sarah Chambliss,
aldine Mason, Miss Vivian Sandridge and
Mrs. Joyce Walker and Mrs. Ruby Polk.
Mrs. Alberta Hardawav.
Standing, same order, are Mrs. Freddie W.
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••

LOOK HAIR
PREPARATTONS

LEARN TO DRIVE

At your local Cosmetic
—Counter-There is a Look Hair
Preparation

If You Have Any Trouble What so ever
In Getting Driver License

For Every Hair Mood

LOOK HAIR
PREPARATIONDIVISION of
HAYNES & SON

2

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

1
4

41J

P.O. Box 1124
Carbondale, Illinios

••••••••••••

Extravaganza
Ball Planned

ONE YEAR
!ERVIC!
AT

EXTRA
CHARGE!

E0

Including Parts,
Labor and
Service Call
Within 25 miles recline
ef Memphis city limits.

Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

ON ALL

14i7 01-LCOLOR TV'S

THAN'S

FICE

LOAN

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.

NEW ZENITH COLOR
COMMANDER
Nov ow' kosis ailietts confrafti
col« I...A amid Milkiness io
proper balsam eirmIthemesly
—aed they ray perfecIly if
101114111CO
me aeljsett tha cal.r pisture to match shame,'
Iight !viols in flio rooms
T6re's
Mow •oy mend le
leen moors% terrerels.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

17. AL 178 SEALS STRUT 146.430

Th. AMIE`,
Model A451011

MOVING?

Itt not how much
you spend,it's the
spiritthatcounts.
Now you can afford to he a sport.
And treat everyone on your list to eight year
old Kentucky Tavern. They'll love the smooth,
mellow taste, and your wild extravagance.
Who would ever guess that KT costs
no more than those younger Bourbons Why,
It's like getting four extra years free.
So go ahead. Give the great eight.
And don't forget, the gift wrap's on us.
Bottled In Bond Kentucky Tavern is
available in a companion gift package.

Oka'

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z

ALL NEW 1970

Storage & Van Co.

493 S. Main St.
4-

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVENIENT
MORE

LOCATIONS

WELL LIGHTED
PARKING AT ALL
5 LOCATIONS

BEINDIATIO6 CO.
TR IlifT1111-1110110111111
lATh IMI011-4ATI
Lio•sed cncl Bonded
Call us before you are
Embarrassed

"WE KILL TO

The CHALLENGER • A2001C
The Slim Lana Soria,
Gracefully slim portable TV in a lightweight molded two-tone color cabinet.
Charcoal coior and Oft-Whits color.
Top Carry Handl, Monopolt Antenna.

A901W • THE BELLWOOD
Distinctive Contemporary styled cabinet in gen.
umo oil finished Walnut veneers and soloct
hordwood solids with Tap* Input/Output jacks
plus provision for optional
extension spoakers with
optional adaptor kit

PEST

BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN

appliance cmnpang

Pimple far
QUICK Delivery

YE-

CALL

FRAYS1R I

ALL I STONES OPEN

1EVE'RS

DAILY I /IL TO I P.M.

FN FREE ESTIMATES

si.

soub-simi CONSOLE STEREO
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FINE-FURNITURE STYLED

WITH FM/AM/STE,REO FM RADIO

.4ERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
.ET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

•Gi4miCeedNINOIARCON•10110111048.108,&Ky.S4vdgl.l lioutbon whiskey,86 & 100Proof bike la

WE D3
OUR
OWN SERVICE
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